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OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The National Center for Academic Achievement and Transfer was founded in
1989 to assist low-income, black and Hispanic students in transferring from
comprehensive public community colleges to four-year institutions. Funded by
The Ford Foundation and sponsored by the American Council on Education, the
National Transfer Center has provided approximately $2 million in grants to
strengthen two- and four-year teaching practices to aqsist students in transferring
and successfully completing baccalaureate studies.

The center funds a Partnership Grant Program in which two- and four-year
schools have formed partnerships focused on changing academic practices
revising curricula, changing teaching strategies, or developing common expecta-
tions of student performance. Each Partnership Grant provides $25,000 to a
two-year/four-year collaborative effort over a 15-month period.

The first Partnership Grants (Phase I) were awarded in August and Septem-
ber of 1990. Eighteen partnerships in 11 cities involving 38 institutions received
funds. These institutions are located in major urban centers and serve large
numbers of low-income, black, and Hispanic students. Grants were awarded to
provide leadership in institutional change that could benefit these students.

The results of the collaborative efforts of these institutions are presenwd
here. All had completed their grant requirenwnts by December 1991. The
National Transfer Center has followed the initial Partnership Grant Program with
a second phase of Partnership Grants that began in Septenther 1991, and has made
several Special Award Partnership Grants to develop unique models of collabora-
tion. These will be described in another publication.

The impact of the Partiwrship Grant Program on transkr activity is being
determined through a tracking of the transfer population (defined as the student
cohort of first-tinw college attendtes who complete at least 12 credits over a four-
year p(riod and subsequently enroll in a fbur-year institution). This tracking will
take several years and data are expected to be available by 1993.
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PARTNERSHIP GRANT EXPECTATIONS: AN ACADEMIC MODEL

The National Transfer Center's Partnership G i-ants required that participating

schools build a strengthened transfer relationship based upon what the National

Transfer Center has called an "Academic Model" for transfer. The Academic

Model calls for institutional change in teaching and learning based upon faculty-

led efforts. It goes beyond traditional commitments to articulation agreements

and student support activities characteristically used to aid transfer students. The

Academic Model assumes that faculty are central to the success of transfer. The

transfer challenge is described by what needs to be done with courses, programs,
and academic expectations in order to ensure that students move on to four-year

institutions and achieve the baccalaureate. The primary strategy is academic
collaboration among two-year and four-year faculty at the department, discipline,

and program levels in the development of curriculum content and expectations of

student success. The Academic Model requires:

primary focus on curriculum and performance expectations;
faculty leadership;
two-year/four-year faculty collaboration;
administrative leadership and support for faculty-led collaborative efforts; and

systematic tracking of the transfer student population to determine transfer

effectiveness.

By the end of the grant period, the partnerships were to demonstrate that

they had made progress toward establishing a. '4\ cademic Model through either

changes ii1 curriculum, modified teaching pm_ . s, or more viable two-year/
four-year faculty relationships in the service of improved transfer.

THE RESULTS OF PARTNERSHIP GRANT LtTORTS

Partnership Grants focused primarily on curriculum revision and improved

transfer management, especially through building new faculty-based relationships

between sending and receiving institutions. Many grant projects involved work

in both areas.

The majority of grant projects concentrated on curriculum revision. This

was the result of two factors. Phase I partnerships were eligible to compete for
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four Core Curriculum Grants of $200,000 each and a Partnership Grant that
focused on curriculum had an advantage in this competition. Also, the Academic
Model that the National Transfer Center had articulated was the basis on which
the Partnership Grant Guidelines were developed. The model strongly encour-
aged attention to curriculum as a means to strengthen transfer. This attention
could mean changing specific course content or building the generic skills students
need for transfer. The latter was predicated on awareness that students require
competence in reading, writing, and mathematics to succeed in any discipline or
program area. This meant attention to reading, writing, and math skills that could
be used in a range of courses and that were essential to students for success after
transfer.

Improving transfer management and establishing strengthened faculty
relationships across institutions were undertaken by a number of institutions. This
generally took the form of establishing inter-institutional transfer councils or
committees and arranging for regularly scheduled meetings among two-year and
four-year faculty in specific program areas or disciplines. Individual institutions
also began to re-examine the adequacy of internal transfer management to ensure
that someone was in charge of transfer and that the communication to students
and to sending or receiving institutions was effective.

The grant projects did not focus on articulation. agreements between
institutions at the system or the state level. Rather, these revitalized two-year/
four-year faculty efforts were undertaken at the program or discipline level. Their
intended result was not production of a paper ( onfirming intent about transfer. It
was collaboration in curriculum revision leading to better understanding about
curriculum content and perfbrmance standards. The goal was to bring faculty
together at the formative stages of decision making about curriculum and
standardswhere concepts and programs are developedrather than bringing
them together to hammer out agreements about course development that had
already been completed at each individual institution.

Curriculum development and revision
Within the scope of curriculum revision, project directors and other project
participants focused on different disciplines in order to redesign courses or develop
new courses. Nine partnerships developed new curricula, which proved to be the
most common partnership result. While sonpe of the new curricula were designed
for the primary purpose of ensuring compatibility of course material (e.g., English,
algebra, biology), others were designed so as to incorporate information pertaining
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directly to the transfer experience. One curriculum was developed in order to

speed the progress of ESL students.

Five partnerships revised curricula in order to establish course equivalencies

or to ease the transition process for transfer students. The New Community

College of Baltimore redesigned curricula after determining which courses

(particularly in English, math, and science) were required for transfer to Coppin

State College; Delgado Community College biology, business, and education
faculty revised curricula so that the number of courses transferable to the Univer-

sity of New Orleans increased by a total of 30 credit hours.

Frequently, efforts at curriculum revision led to modifications in examina-

tion practices at the participating institutions. This was particularly true of place-

ment exams that were required of transfer students. In some cases, examination
requirements were waived up6n a student's successful completion of a course

sequence at the community college. In one instance, when changes in the exami-

nation process had no efket on students' performance, faculty attention was

redirected toward the need for further curriculum revision. Reciproc21 grading

arrangements were made by some faculty members, who exchanged student essays

in an effort to clarify their expectations of student performance.

Improving transfer management
Three partnerships established transfer centers. Faculty counselors and financid aid

advisors from some four-year institutions visited their partner two-year campuses

on a regular basis in order to address potential transfer students questions. Materi-

als from the four-year institution, including course catalogs, admissions applica-

tions, and financial aid informAon, were provided to the centers. In a few

instances, transfer centers were established at the four-rar institutions as well as at

the two-year institutions. Centers located on the four-year campuses served the

primary purpose of providing support services to transfer students. 130th two- and

four-year transfer centers integNted the efforts oi instructional and student-service

professionals.

Another common project result was the creation, publication, and distribu-

tion of transfer guides and other materials that clearly identify institutional proce-

dures, course equivalencies, and transfer requirements. Transter guides were

published by five partnerships, and they typically were made available to groups

that had been targeted as potential transfer students. At some institutions, copies of

the publications were distributed to ficulty, counseling personnel, and advisors.
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One partnership project initiated a mentor program that involved the
pairing of potential transfer students with community leaders.

Faculty development: An important gain
Faculty development was the natural result of inter-institutional faculty collabora-
tion. Innovations in the classroom were inspired by comparisons of curricula and
pedagogics, by team teaching, and by teacher exchanges.

While nearly every partnership project utilized inter-institutional faculty
meetings in the identification of curriculum reform areas, three projects experi-
mented with t 7n teaching. Three proje-As also implemented teacher exchanges.

Two of the .-:wnership projects sponsored faculty development workshops.
The Harry S Trun., u c-liege/Loyoll University Chicago partnershii held two
faculty developmen, workhops (One on each campus) that focused exclusively on
multicultural issues in higher education. The workshops sponsored by the South-
western College/San Diego State University partnership focused on tramfer issues.

KEY CONCERNS RESULTING FROM THE PARTNERSHIP GRANT

EXPERIENCE

Efforts to strengthen transfer using the Academic Model in the Partnership Gram
Program were not uniformly successful. Some of the projects experienced
difficulties that are instructive as other institutions undertake improvement in the
transfer experience.

In general, those participating in the Partnership Grant Program had four
con cans:

Transfer data collection and analysis capacity on the campus needs to be
strengthened.
Effectiveness measures to determine success of transfer efforts need to be
established.
Institutional data collection should not be hampered by state or other external
system demands.
The institution needs to realize that Academic Model efforts are intended as
long-term, systemic changes in institutional Einctioning.

5



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE INSTITUTIONAL ACTION

Partnership Grant schools ofkred a number of recomnwndations that can

strengthen the partnership commitment using the Academic Model. These
recommendations derive from the actual partnership experiences or from addi-

tional consideration of issues that became significant during the grant period.

The recommendations covered a broad range of subjectsfrom the role of

the college president to the recruitment of potential transfer students. The major

recommendations were;

(I) More faculty and administrative involvement, especially from faculty

leadership and senior management: college presidents and chief academic

officers.

(2) Expanded mechanisms for faculty collaboration; additional forums and

opportunities to participate.

Other issues of imoortance were related to both the institutional foundation

for transfer and attention to students:

(3) Expansion of cornnued data coDection and analysis and evaluation of

institutional and student transfer success.

(4) Emphasis on student-centeredness such as involving students in decision

making about curriculum requirements and providing additional support

services.

Many other suggestions were ofkred, although not as frequently. These

include:

updating and improving materials for students;

bringing faculty and students together;
addressing studeno: financial concerns;
institutionalizing high priority of transfer;
building inter-institutional relationships;
recruiting potential transfer students;
balancing acadennc and student support;
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forming retention-transfer committees:
replicating successful efforts with other schools:
providing opportunities to meet away from the campus:
incorporating learning-to-learn strategies for high-risk students;
learning from mistakes; and
persevering.

The Partnership Grant Program is impressive in that 38 institutions, using
modest funds, were able to undertake a complex and demanding approach to
strengthening transkr. The commitment of tkulty and administrators from the
grantee intitillItions was extraordinary. The grants confirmed the centrality of
meaningful faculty dialogue about transfer in order to bring about institutional

ige. Their projects are exciting and provide significant models for future
transfer efforts.

1 0
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city

Baltimore

Boston

Chicago

Chicago

1 3

THE PARTNERSHIP GRANTS: LOCATION AND FOCUS

Partnership Institutions

New Community College
of Baltimore

Coppin State College

Roxbury Community
College

Northeastern University

Olive-Harvey College
Chicago State University

1-larry !: Truman College
Loyola University Chicago

Project Focul

Two-year/four-year faculty collaboration in English, math, science; new
approach to certifying English proficiency; program to help students initially
rejected at Coppin State College.

Transfer Council to develop cross-registration program and simultaneous earning
of credits for 25 minority students; initiation of collaborative effort between two-
year and four-year faculty to develop joint degree program.

Strengthening of entrance examination perfbnnance of transfer students through
revision of course content at Olive-Harvey College to meet English, math, and
reading requirements of Chicago State University; review of courses; joint
academic policy review.

"Academic Bridge Program" of interdisciplinary team-taught courses for minority
students, includes writing skills and study strategies components.

9
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Detroit

El Paso

Houston

Kansas City

1 5

Partnership Institutions

Highland Park Community
College

University of Detroit Mercy

El Paso Community
College

University of Texas at
El Paso

Houston Community
Colleges

University of Houston

Penn Valley Community
College

University of Missouri-
Kansas City

Pro'ect Focus

Collaborative two-year/four-year faculty effort to enhance exit level

competencies in math and science; examination of course content, instructional

methods, and assessment; development of common course curriculum for

developmental and first-level math.

Revision of key English course used for transfer; emphasis on acclimating

community college students to University of Texas at El Paso campus.

Two-year/four-year collaboration in English, math, and history required for

transfer; involves course redesign, new course development, and focus on core

concepts.

Academic Transition Program for black and Hispanic students including

coursework on critical thinking and transition skills; use of "mediated

instruction."

10



City

Los Angeles

Memphis

Newark

New Orleans

New York

17

Partnership Institutions

Los Angeles Southwest
College

University of California,
Los Angeles

Shelby State Community
College

Memphis State University

Essex County College
Rutgers University-Newark

Delgado Community
College

University of New Orleans

Borough of Manhattan
Community College

Hunter College

Project Focul

Alternative Transfer Partnership to establish liberal arts-based transfer curriculum
within the Center for Study of Urban Poverty at the University of California,
Los Angeles.

Transfer Council to oversee improvement in general practices to foster transfer
including scrutiny of English and the social sciences; focus on curriculum and
teaching practices; establishment of liaison transfer offices.

Examination of general education curricula; collaborative two-year/four-year
faculty efforts in English. history, biology, physics, and mathematics.

Faculty teaching exchange in mathematics, English, and biology focused on NO
disadvantaged and minority students.

Curriculum design in science and mathematics for liberal arts requirements for
transfer program in childcare/early childhood education.



City n r in_g_LAILk n

New York

St. Louis

Sm Antonio

San Diego

San Francisco/
Oakland

Kingsborough Community
College

City College of New York

St. Louis Community
College-Forest Park

University of Missouri-
St. Louis

San Antonio Community
College

The University of Texas at
San Antonio

Southwestern College
San Diego State University

Laney College/Merritt
College

Holy Names College/
San Francisco State
University

Project Forms

Program for English-as-a-Second-Language students to strengthen reading,

writing, listening, and speaking skills for transfer.

Establishment of Academic Transfer Centers to link faculty efforts in teaching

techniques, curriculum review and revision, and student support services.

Curriculum development of core courses for new interdisciplinary studies

curriculum for prospective elementary school teachers.

Review of transfer practices in history, philosophy, English, and Spanish leading

to change in course content, teaching practices, and instructional strategies.

Faculty from the tbur institutions designing a three-credit course, Scientific

Inquiry, to be team taught; use of cooperative learning strategies, mentoring,

tutoring, :_liscussion sections, and site visitations.
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V

DESCRIPTION OF

PARTNERSHIP

PROJECTS

Baltimore

Boston

Chicago

Detroii

El Paso

Houston

Kansas City

Los Angeles

Memphis

Newark

New Orleans

NewYork

St. Louis

San Antonio

San Diego

San Francisco / Oakland
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BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

NEW COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF BALTIMORE (NCCB) &
COPPIN STATE COLLEGE (CSC)

Project Focus, the collaborative effort between NCCB and Coppin State, was
designed to increase the number of students transferring from NCCB to Copr:n
State and to improve transfer students' academic achievement during their enroll-
ment at the four-year institution. These objectives were to be accomplished
through a number of different means. First, English, science, and mathematics
faculty from both institutions were to meet together to compare existing courses
and transfer practices and to develop more effective procedures for awarding
credit. Second, they planned to develop a process by which students could
demonstrate Coppin's required level of English proficiency while still enrolled at
NCCB. NCCB also planned to develop a one-year transfer program for students
rejected by Coppin State. Finally, an integrated transfer program for high-risk
students (those who would not normally consider transferring to a four-year
institution) would be developed.

Through the course of the grant period, the objectives were refined as the
relationship between the faculties of the two institutions developed: course
development; curriculum assessment and redesign; and improved general educa-
tion arrangements were the focus of grant efforts.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To involve at least three faculty members from both NCCB and CSC in
ongoing fiiculty development effort , designed to: 1) examine and assess
existing courses and transfer practices; and 2) streamline, adapt, and fiicilitate
the process of coordinating transfer between NCCB and CSC.

To develop a process through which students could demonstrd. Coppin's
required level of English proficiency while still enrolled at NCCB.

To develop collaboratively a t least two fully transferable humanities courses
especially designed for technology students.

To develop an integrated transfer irogram for students applying t,) enter
Coppin, but not immediately qualifying to do so, which would allow tbr full
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transfer at the end of the freshman year (completion of 25 credits of approved

coursework) taken at NCCB.

To develop an integrated transfer program, heavy in support serVICes, within

an academic framework, for a group of students who would normally not
aspire to transfer into a four-year institution (such as GED completers, black

males, etc.).

Revitalizingfaculty relationships
In order to renew the relationships between faculty members at NCCB and

Coppin State, the institutions held three group meetings that involved faculty

members from both institutions. Some faculty members were already acquainted

through professional organizations or inter-campus activities, and this fainiliarity

aided the implementation of the program. Participants discussed program proce-

dures, progress toward meeting program objectives, students' progress, and

activities that would enhance the dialogue between the college facukies. Six

Project Focus faculty members (three from each institution) also met with all of

the project participants on an individual basis to review the status of articulation

agreements within their disciplines; to compare the content of courses that might

require new or revised articulation agreements; and to share new teaching tech-

niques developed to aid students' progress.
As a result of collaboration at these meetings, articulation agreements for six

courses were revised (one in English, four in mathematics, and one in physical

science) and a new transfer process was implemented in fall 1991.

Course development
Before courses could be developed, Project Focus participants needed to identify

which courses were most in need of review. Faculty members from both institu-

tions determined that much of the material covered in NCCB's introductory
English course was also covered .n one of CSC's introductory English courses. In

order to eliminate the duplication, the project's English department faculty

members revised the NCCB introductory English course. Now, NCCB students

who successfully complete both of NCCB's introductory English courses are

exempted from Coppin's English Proficiency Examination.

Curriculum assessment and redesign
Redesigning the curriculum began with the clarification of which courses (par-

ticularly in English, mathematics, and science) would be required for transftl- to

Coppin. Members of the English, social science, and science fliculties at both

institutions also developed new humanities courses. This led to an articulation

16



agreement whereby the revised courses would be counted as fulfilling Coppin's
General Education Humanities requirement.

Project participants expressed concern about three areas, including the
English Proficiency Examination, the new humanities courses, and orientation.
New agreements covering the first two items addressed most concerns, and
problems with orientation were solved by the establishment of a requirement that
Project Focus students enroll in a course specifically designed to address orienta-
tion of the student not only to NCCB, but also to Coppin State.

Aiding student success
Seventeen NCCB and Coppin State filculty and staff members volunteered to
mentor Project Focus students. A mentoring training workshop was held at the
beginning of the project in order to prepare the volunteers. Led by a trained
professional, the workshop provided participants with valuable information
through fi!ms, articles, and a mentoring handbook. Project Focus also held three
social events for mentors and their mentees. Mentors monitored their students'
academic progress during the semester and helped address students' specific
concerns.

IMPACT
Project Focus has provided NCCB and CSC with the means to connnunicate and
develop change at both the academic discipline level and the administrative level.
This is primarily the result of communication between faculty and administrators
at the two institutions. Tlw commitment to increase the transfer rate and to
ricrease the number of transfer students earning their baccalaureate strong and
will grow as NCCB and CSC continue to discuss ways to further facilitate the
participation and success of future Project Focus students.

Project leaders indicated that much of the success of Project Focus was a
result of the cooperation of the administrative, counseling, and advisement staffs of
both participating institutions. Many of those who contributed to the project's
success were not directly involved in the grant project. Thus, it may be important
for institutions to "sell" their objectiv,!s. Without the support of key personnel,
institutional change will remain an impossibility.

Project leaders suggested that it is also important to enlist the support of
students. Unless students' progress remains the primary objective, efforts at
institutional change will be futile. The support of the studentssupport that came
from the realization that their progress was the reason change was bting sought
was an important component.

0 4
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PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Clarify early on how academic policies and procedures affectand will

affectstudents.

Establish regular meetings of fiiculty fron. both institutions, by discipline, to

discuss articulation agreements and the need for curriculum redesign.

Develop partnerships that balance course development and support services in

order to ensure both academic and personal development among students.

25
18



BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

ROXBURY COMMUNITY COLLEGE (RCC) &
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY (NU)

Roxbury Community College and Northeastern University established a transfer
partnership program to enable minority students from RCC to cross register at
Northeastern in order to facilitate smooth transfer to the university upon comple-
tion of their associate degrees. A number of intermediary goals were established in
order to ensure the effectiveness of the cross-registration program.

r r3JECT OBJECTIVES
To establish a Transfer Council that:

will establish the policies to be followed by both institutions in implement-
ing the program;

will ensure the effective management of the partnership through its supervi-
sion of the program coordinator;

will facilitate any meetings or dialogue necessary to carry out administrative
changes related to the cross-registration program; and

v..u, working in collaboration with the academic leadenhip of both institu-
tions, encourage faculty to explore innovative teaching practices and
technologies.

To initiate the cross-registration/joint degree program.

To achieve a 75 percent transfer rate from among those students participating
in cross registration.

To ensure that the academic counseling/support systems at the College and the
University, which are integral to the success of the cross-registration and
transfer program, are focused very specifically on students participating in the
program.

To fully document the program for purposes of evaluation and as a basis for
planning the next phase of the partnership.

0
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Establishing the Transfer Council
Convinced of the need for a formal structure to govern and manage the transfer

partnership, project directors established a Transfer Council. The council was

responsible for establishing the policies to be followed by both institutions in

implementing the transfer program and was given specific authority by the

presidents of both participating institutions to develop policies necessary for the

success of the program. Other responsibilities of the council were to supervise the

program coordinator; o facilitate meetings necessary for carrying out administra-

tive changes related to the cross-registration program; to review data on transfer

students and recommend curricular changes that would enhance the academic

preparedness and success of transfer students; and, in collaboration with academic

leaders at both institutions, to encourage faculty members to explore innovative

teaching practices and technologies.

Initiating the cross-registration/joint degree program

Other cross-registration programs in which RCC has been involved have demon-

strated that such programs are effective at improving transfer rates and transfer

students' academic success; they have the added benefit of reducing "transfer

shock."
Twenty-five RCC students were identified as eligible to cross register for

courses during the 15 months of the project. All Northeastern tuition and fees

were waived by the university. Each of the courses taken at the university was

credited toward RCC's associate degree requirements and NU's baccalaureate

degree requirements.
The Transfer Council convened key administrators to ensure that the

registrar, admissions, and financial aid offices of both institutions coordinated their

activities. Bureaucratic policies and procedures can prove to be insurmountable

obstacles to transfer, and each administrative office had to be "sold on" and

involved in the cross-registration effort.

Increasing the transfer rate
The fundamental purpose of the cross-registration effort was to provide students

with positive academic experiences that would enhance the likelihood of their

transfer to NU. However, there are many factors aside from academic success that

influence students' ciecisions to pursue or not to pursue a baccalaureate degree.

Personal and financial barriers can be completely unrelated to academic success

and the desire to obtain a four-year degree. This is particularly true for minority

students.
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Both RCC and NU committed themselves to providing financial aid
packages to each student who cross registered and then transferred. To the fullest
extent possible, scholarships were provided; loans and work-study were the other
forms of available financial aid.

Focusing academic support systems on cross-registered students
Both the transfer project coordinator and the Transfer Council were charged with
ensuring that the academic counseling and support systems at both institutions
were focused specifically on students participating in the cross-registration pro-
gram. This was made a priority because program administrators believed that
support services were crucial to the success of the cross-registration and transfer
program.

To facilitate the coordination of efforts by support staff; program adminis-
trators relied on faculty to refer students to appropriate tutorial and counseling
services. Students were required to attend orientation and progress meetings
during each academic term, and they were monitored closely by faculty and staff'.

IMPACT

As a resu!: of the Transfer Council's encouragement, a number of faculty have
been actively involved in exploring new methods and techniques for enhancing
the success rate of transfer students. This has helped raise faculty awareness of the
priority of not only improving transfer students' success, but also increasing the
number of students who choose to transfer.

The degree of cooperation between the program coordinator at RCC and
the admissions/registrar's office at NU contributed immensely to the success of
the cross-registration program. Staff members at both institutions willingly pro-
vided advice nnd thereby facilitated the registration of RCC students in NU
courses.

Faculty dialogue and cooperation were critical to the success of the cross-
registration program. Their willingness to monitor student progress and to direct
students to appropriate support services testified to their commitment to helping
minority transfer students succeed. A number of faculty members from both RCC
and NU are currently designing core curricula that will further enhance students'
chances of successful transfer to NU. The administration, staff, and faculty of both
RCC and NU remain committed to continuing the cross-registration partnership
program.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the transfer rate for the coming school year is
expected to stand at 92 percent, far beyond the 75 percent set as the cross-
registration project goal.
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PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Establish an oversight mechanism that carries with it the authority of both

institutions' chief academic officers.

Oversee and coordinate the efforts of administrative offices that will be in-

volved in the transfer project (e.g., the registrar's/admissions office, the finan-

cial aid office, student support services and academic advising offices, etc.).

Encourage faculty members to work independently at identifying barriers to

transfer that can be readily removed.

4
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OLIVE-HARVEY COLLEGE (OHC) &
CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY (CSU)

The Olive-Harvey College/Chicago State University Partnership Grant Project
was initiated to improve transfer success by coordinating the contents of Olive-
Harvey course offerings with those of entrance examinations at CSU; to
strengthen developmental courses at Olive-Harvey College; to develop plans for
inter-institutional pre-college and core curriculum and academic practices be-
tween CSU and Olive-Harvey College; and to coordinate this partnership grant
with other efforts at Olive-Harvey and CSU already underway to increase the rate
and success of transfer students.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To improve transfer success by coordinating contents of course offerings at
Olive-Harvey College with those of entrance examinations for transfer stu-
dents at Chicago State University.

To strengthen developmental courses at Olive-Harvey College, in view of
requirements for baccalaureate/transfer level courses.

To develop plans for inter-institutional pre-college and core curriculum and
academic practices between Olive-Harvey and Chicago State University.

To coordinate efforts between this Partnership Grant Program and other efforts
at Olive-Harvey College and CSU to increase the rate and success of transfer
students.

Coordinating course content with proficiency exatninations
CSU required all transfer students to take proficiency exams in English, math, and
reading. Students who failed a proficiency exam were required to enroll in a
developmental class until they passed the exam. Until the exam was passed,
previously earned credits were held "in escrow." Previously earned credits would
be accepted by CSU only after each test had been passed. In an attempt to deter-
mine the usefulness of the proliciency exams, Olive-Harvey and CSU fkulty met
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to analyze the skills assessed by the tests and to determine which components of

OHC course syllabi would require modification to ensure that students acquired

the necessary skills.
Data were collected on the performance of OHC transfer students on the

competency examinations demanded of CSU students. Approximately 66 percent

of Olive-Harvey College transfer students passed the exams. English department

faculty members from both institutions began a reciprocal grading procedure,

which led to an emphasis on standard grading procedures and the exchange of

guidelines to facilitate this process.

Strengthening developmental courses

OHC's developmental courses were instituted to help students who did not

perform weil on assessment tests in reading, English, or math. The courses were

fairly unstructured, particularly in comparison to "regular" courses, which students

are required to take in order to round out their academic experience. Conse-

quently, steps were taken to provide some structure to the developmental courses

offered by Olive-Harvey College.
First, current offerings and results were analyzed and the strengths and

weaknesses of the program were identified. Next, a sequence of courses was

designed for inclusion in a program of integrated studies, through which students

would acquire the necessary skills for "regular" courses through the study of

specific academic subjects. Faculty members from both institutions collaborated to

conceptualize the courses and prepare syllabi. A pilot course was scheduled for fall

1992, and plans are in place to develop exit tests for the developmental program.

Developing plans for inter-institutional pre-college and core curriculum and

academic practices
Meetings between the faculties of both institutions were held on an ad hoc peri-

odic basis. While some meetings were interdepartmental, others involved faculty

members from only one academic department. Plans are in place to continue

inter-institutional departmental meetings through the coming year in order to

further discuss the plausibility of inter-institutional pre-college and core curricula

and common academic practices.

Coordinating efforts to increase the rate of transfer and the academic success of

transfer students
Because the success of transfer students is often influenced by the familiarity of

such students with the university environment, Olive-Harvey worked to develop

a new course, to be offered at both Olive-Harvey and Chicago State, that will
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orient students to higher education "protocols," available resources, and study
habits. It is hoped that the course will help make new students feel at home on
the university campus. The concept has been defined, and faculty from both
institutions are collaborating to create a syllabus. A pilot course will be offered in
the coming academic year.

A student tracking system is being developed to follow students (both
individually and by cohort) from pre-college to baccalaureate completion. Once
the system is in place, it will increase the amount of information available to
transferring students and will provide college and university personnel with on-
line information on students' progress.

IMPACT

Although much work still needs to be done, members of both institutions are
pleased that the CSU proficiency exams are much better understood and that
articulation has improved. Additionally, ongoing relationships have been estab-
lished between the faculties at the institutions. These relationships will continue to
serve as the basis for curriculum revision and other cooperative efforts for improv-
ing transfer between the institutions. A new Office of Community College
Relations has also been established at Chicago State University, and this office
should be of great assistance not only to transfer students seeking support in the
university environment, but also to counselors and administrators at two-year
institutions.

While articulation efforts between the two institutions had taken place in
the past, they met with only limited success. Because many faculty from the
institutions knew one another through previous collaborative efforts, interactions
were not only cordial and professional, they also involved detailed discussions.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Identify the institution to which (or from which) most students at the two-year
institution uansfer; build a relationship with that institution.

Coordinate prognins and curricula at both institutions. This will enable
individuals to share skills, pedagogies, and assessment instruments.

Provide a forum for ongoing relationships between faculty and administrators
involved in enhancing the transfer process.
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

HARIOf S TRUMAN COLLEGE &

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO

Harry S Truman Co Rep. and Loyola University Chicago established a partnership

to increase the number of disadvantaged and minority students transferring to

Loyola. "The Academic Bridge Program," a specific objective of the partnership,

had three n,fljor ,-ornponents: to establish an interdisciplinary course that would be

team taught by one Loyola and one Truman faculty member; a study strategies

component that would utilize a study skills inventory, supplemental instructional

sess..ons, and in-class presentations; and faculty development worLhops.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To increase the transfer rate of capable minority and disadvantaged students at

Truman College to Loyola Univt-rsity Chicago ,,nd to other four-year institu-

tions.

To increase the likelihood of Truman College students' pursuing a baccalaure-

ate degree.

To identify academic and/or administrative barriers that inhibit the transfer of

students to Loyola and other four-year institutions.

To provide a foundation for further collaborative efforts between Loyola and

the City Colleges such as an inter-institutional liberal arts core curriculum and

other programs to facilitate the transition of students from two- to four-year

institutions.

"Science and Society"
An interdiplinary credit-bearing course, "Science and Society," was developed

and team taught by two faculty members (one from each institution). The course

was taught at Loyola, and Truman students who participated received three

credits. These credits were transferable to Loyola and met Loyola's social science

core requirement. The course did not address transfer issues directly, but it
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provided students with the chance to experience the university environment first-
hand and to develop the confidence necessary to perform successfully in that
environment. Nineteen Truman students enrolled in the course, and 14 success-
fully completed it.

The students who took the Science and Society course at Loyola were
encouraged to take advantage of the campus and its facilities. They were given
identification cards that allowed them access to the library, and the division of
student affairs arranged for them to have access to the sports and recreation center.

Study strategies
The first study strategies component incorporated into the interdisciplinary course
was a study skills inventory that was administered at the beginning of the semester.
Students felt the personalized inventory was at least partially accurate, but the
majority of them did not follow the goal sheets that had been developed for them.

A supplemental instruction component was attached to the course to assist
students with study strategies specific to the course content. A studies strategies
expert supervised a graduate student who conducted regular out-of-class sessions
in order to help students learn study skills and apply them to the course assign-
ments. Attendance at the supplemental sessions was low, but students who did
attend indicated that the sessions were useful.

The final component of the study skills segment involved in-class presenta-
tions of study skills strategies by the study strategies expert.

Faculty development
Two faculty development workshops on multicultural issues in higher education
were presented by nationally known speakers. One workshop was held on each
campus, and faculty from both institutions attended both workshops. The work-
shop held at Loyola consisted primarily of a presentation of information on
multicultural issues and a model for addressinq, them. Many participants were
dissatisfied with the lack of group discussion a, this workshop, and faculty mem-
bers in particular felt that the information was f little practical use.

The workshop presented on the Truman College campus Vvas much
different from that offered at Loyola. The combn, ation of environmental fitctors
(the workshop was held in a room where part:zipaiits were close to the speaker)
and content factors (curricular issues were addressed) facilitated speaker-participant
interaction, and participants probed the speaker for specific applications and
strategies.
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IMPACT
Though the Academic Bridge Program appeared to be successful in terms of
introducing Truman students to the university environment, the suggestion was

made that Loyola students also be encouraged to enroll in the course. The pres-

ence of university students in the class should further persuade potential transfer

students of their chances of success.
The inter-institutional faculty dialogues were an important part of the

partnership project. Faculty realized that they shared common educational aspira-

tions for their students. Faculty members also found that they were able to share
information and better appreciate the life experiences common to students from

both schools. Finally, it became apparent that the faculty members who team

taught the Science and Society course disagreed about how accommodating

faculty should be in responding to students' individual circumstances.
Administrative support for the Academic Bridge Program was solid. Admin-

istrators from both participating institutions were active members of the steering

committee. That committee obtained approval to offer the Science and Society

course as a Truman course, and the participation of administrators from both
institutions on the committee facilitated the process.

Establishing a mechanism for collecting longitudinal data proved to be
difficult. Neither institution collected data in a way that was compatible with the

data requirements of the grant project; data that were available were incomplete;

and institutional definitions of "transfer student" difered.
Enthusiasm for the second phase of the grant project, which calls for large-

scale revision of core curricula at both institutions, was not forthcoming. Loyola

recently completed a thorough self-study that resulted in extensive revision of its

core curricula. Moreover, detailed articulation agreements concerning core
equivalencies were already in place. Thus, the Loyola administration was not

receptive to the proposal of further substantive curricular changes.
Loyola University Chicago and Harry S Truman College had ,trticulation

agreements in place prior to the start of the Academic Bridge Program, but the
initiation of the project sent a signal to the acadennc communities at both institu-

tions that facilitating the transfer of students remains a high priority.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Address students' financial concerns as they relate to transfer and provide them

with specific information and financing options in writing.
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Establish a forum in which faculty from both institutions can interact on a
regular basis.

Obtain administrative support from the highest possible level, and encourage
administrators' active participation in planning and implementation processes.

Establish a mechanism for ongoing evaluation of joint projects.
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DETROIT, MICHIGAN

HIGHLAND PARK COMMUNITY COLLEGE (HPCC) &
UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT MERCY (UDM)

The purpose of the Highland Park/University of Detroit Mercy partnership was

to create, through inter-institutional faculty efforts and faculty exchanges, the

opportunity to compare course content, to develop "joint core" classes, and to

clearly establish coursework competencies and objectives for the transfer student

population. Efforts focused on basic math and science skills by emphasizing faculty

collaboration on assessment, course content, and instructional methods. The

partnership also planned to address the performance expectations of transfer

students before their departure from the community college and to improve their

likelihood of success at the four-year institution.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE
To develop and/or improve the areas of assessment testing and research,

mathematics and chemistry curriculum, shared pedagogy in these disciplines,

and coordination of exit-entry proficiencies.

Collaborating on assessment, course content, and instructional methods

The primary component of the HPCC/UDM Partnership Project was the

collaboration between the mathematics faculty and admiMstration at the two

participating institutions. Participants met at the outset of the project to examine

assessment and proficiency tests, student performance, course contetit, and teach-

ing methodology in order to identify modifications that would enhance transfer

students' chances of succeeding at the university.
After determining common student weaknesses and strengths, participants

focused many of their early meetings on the teaching styles and the math curricula

at each institution. They compared course design, learning outcomes, and testing

practices used by participating instructors.
The two-term teacher exchange was an integral component of the project.

Scheduling priorities meant that the instructors who participated in the exchange

taught two different entry-level courses (rather than the same course twice). This

turned out to be beneficial, since the instructors discovered similarities in math

courses other than those on which they previously had focused, Also, one instruc-



tor developed a series of videotapts to be used as study aids by students in one of
the math courses. The videotapes remain available for student use in the Learning

Resource Center at HPCC.
Administrative support for the project was provided by the director of

liberal arts and sciences at HPCC and the director of institutional grants at UllM.
These directors were responsible for communicating the progress of project
activities to the appropriate deans and vice presidents and to the presidents of the

participating institutions.
Two follow-up activities have been planned for the project. First, project

participants are planning to make two presentations, one to faculty and one to
admissions personnel; each presentation will summarize the project activities and

will highlight appropriate recommendations.
Project participants would also like to initiate an annual meeting that would

provide an opportunity for inter-institutional discussion of transfer issues, articula-

tion agreements, data collection, and other developments related to transfer.

Admissions personnol, counselors, registrars, academic leaders, institutional data

staff, and faculty from local two- and four-year colleges would be invited to

participate.

IMPACT
The inter-institutional faculty dialogues that took place generated results that kIl

beyond the scope of the grant project. The individuals who were involved felt

strongly that a relationship of trust had developed and that many of the recom-
mended and actual adjustments in course objectives, policies, and procedures were

attributable to that relationship. Through regular meetings and conversations, the

participants developed mutual respect for one another, they established a comfort-

able working relationship, and they gained a greater understanding and apprecia-

tion of each institution's commitment to ensuring student success.
Participation in the Partnership Grant Program fostered inter-institutional

collaboration, which proved to be vital to increasing transfer rates and to better

preparing n-ansfer students for success at four-year institutiw s. The administrative

support for the project contributed to its succe,;s and participants felt that the

direct involvement of administrators from both institutions would have added an

important dimension to the project. Even greater involvement of top-kvel
academic leadership would help maximize the impact of the partnership project

and ensure its continuation.
Establishing a mechanism for longitudinal data collection was one of :he

biggest difficulties of the project. While participants clearly saw the value in
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having access to this information, obtaining the data proved troublesome and time

consuming. As the Partnership Grant continued, participants discussed the kind

of information that would be most helpful to both institutions in working with
transfer students, and also discussed the best way to secure that information.

At HPCC, the commitment to transfer has not changed significantly; the

institution has always kept transfer at the forefront of its mission. What has
changed, however, is administrators' conceptions of how the transfer process can
best be facilitated, both in terms of course/program articulation and in terms of
the role of the four-year institution. UDM has recognized that it relies increas-

ingly on transfer students to maintain enrollment levels. In light of that, the

institution has begun to implement different recruitment strategies in order to

encourage -Immunity college students to transfer and obtain a baccalaureate

degree.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Encourage faculty to discuss pedagogy, student expectations, and course

content, and to identify ways in which they can support students during and

after the transfer process.

Provide a clear statement of institutional commitment to transfer that is rein-

forced by the direct involvement of top administrators.

Develop mechanisms for data collection by identifying potential transfer

students early in their academic career at the two-year institution, by tracking

their progress when they transfer, and by maintaining personal contact with

thcm after they transfer.
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EL PASO, TEXAS

EL PASO COMMUNITY COLLEGE (EPCC) &
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT EL PASO (UTEP)

The El Paso Community College/University of Texas at El Paso Partnership
Grant Program was intended to increase the number of minority students transfer-
ring from EPCC to UTEP and to improve the likelihood of academic success for
these students. The project focused on collaborative curriculum development for
an English course and on eliminating psychological barriers to transfer and subse-
quent academic success.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE
To increase the number of minority students transferring from the El Paso
Community College to the University of Texas at El Paso and to increase the
likelihood for academic success of these students after they transfer by:

Developing collaborative curriculum in a discipline of the liberal arts critical
to the future academic success of students in a four-year setting.

Piloting activities designed to break the psychological barriers students
encounter when they consider transferring to the university.

Curriculum reform
Both EPCC and UTEP offer a course in Research ane. Critical Writing (ENGL
3112) that has been identified as essential to students' academic success at the four-
year institution. During the first full of the grant, project staff reviewed the
teaching of this course on both campuses. Although the instructors emphasized
the same reasoning and writing skills, they discovered that there were significant
difkrences in the way the course was taught. They gathered successful student
assignments and shared them with ENGL 3112 faculty at both institutions. During
the following spring semester, two consultants observed the course as it was being
taught at both institutions and offered some valuable suggestions. As a result of
one of the consultant's visits, a meeting was held for EPCC and UTEP English
faculty; this marked the first time fiiculty from both institutions met as a group.
This meeting was followed by 3 joint session in which faculty shared information
about how the course was taught at each institution. Syllabi wei-e exchanged, and
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UTEP faculty distributed their Freshman Composition Handbook to EPCC

faculty.
Limited progress has been made to date, neither institution has revised its

ENGL 3112 syllabus: and the differences that existed at the beginning of the

projectparticularly the inclusion of literature in the EPCC curriculum
continue to exist. Nonetheless, faculty do agree that both curricula emphasize the

same skills and that this work will continue.

Removing psychological barriers
Activities addressing the elimination of psychological barriers to transfer were

highly successful. Students enrolled in pilot sections of ENGL 3112 were brought

to UTEP for a library tour and were given information about the university. They

received library cards and were encouraged to consult a reference librarian as-

signed to work exclusively with EPCC students. As a result, EPCC students used

the UTEP library, met UTEP faculty and students, and felt welcome on the

university campus.
University life was discussed during class time in the EPCC pilot sections of

ENGL 3112, and UTEP staff and students visited the sections to provide informa-

tion on admission requirements, course transfer, financial aid, university support

services, and student lifi on campus.
Finally, copies of the EPCC/UTEP Transfer Guide, which provides

information on the transferability of EPCC courses to UTEP degree programs,

were distributed to students in the pilot sections of the English course.

IMPACT
The most notable result of the EPCC/UTEP transfer effort has been the emer-

gence of a substantial dialogue between English department faculty at the two

institutions. Prior to the initiation of the partnership, UTEP faculty had little

knowledge of how English courses were taught at EPCC or of the capabilities of

community college students. The dialogue between faculty members has signifi-

cantly increased their knowledge and will help UTEP faculty develop realistic

expectations of transfer students from EPCC.

It is hoped that recognition of the need for faculty collaboration will extend

to other disciplinesparticularly in the liberal artsas faculty at both institutions

design a core curriculum. Science faculty have already indicated an interest in

cooperating on curriculum development.
Barriers to transfer remain, despite the joint commitment of administrators

and faculty from EPCC and UTEP. Many EPCC students remain unfamiliar with
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and fearful of the university environment. EPCC counselors do not know enough
about the university or its requirements to help students plan schedules that will
maximize transferability. Perhaps most significantly, faculty from the two institu-
tions do not know each other. This lack of familiarity precludes dialogue that can
be invaluable in the redesign of curricula and the formation of articulation agree-
ments for courses and programs.

The success of the library program has led to the identification of a number
of activities that may further reduce psychological bathers to transfer. Among
these are the sharing of university science and computer labs, the sharing of
counselors, and the creation of faculty exchanges. EPCC and UTEP would also
like to sponsor workshops to better acquaint community college counselors with
the university's academic programs and support services. It W3S also suggested that
EPCC develop transfer packages that would provide information on the transfer-
ability of courses to other universities that EPCC students would be likely to
attend (e.g., New Mexico State University, Texas Tech, and the University of
Texas at Austin).

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Develop activities that will bring together university and community college
fiiculty and students.

Share resources that will enable community college students to feel more
welcome on the university campus.

4
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HOUSTON, TEXAS

HOUSTON COMMUNITY COLLEGES (HCC) &
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON (UH)

Houston Community Colleges and the 7iniversity of Houston sought to redesign

required courses in history, English, and mathemics.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To establish curriculum teams and transfer partnership task forces.

To establish curriculum team training.

To plan and implement pilot projects.

To build models for future collaboration.

To publish and disseminate results.

Redesigning curricula and buildingfaculty collaboration
The Transfer Partnership Program was inaugurated in the fall of 1990 with a

three-day workshop that emphasized the program's goals. The first goal was the

building of relationships among curriculum teams that were composed of four

members per discipline, two from each institution. The second goal was to

analyze appropriate objectives for the different disciplines involved in the work-

shop. This was to be accomplished by using the Course Goals Inventory used by

the Berkeley Proj,:ct. The third goal was partir'pation in intensive training

sessions on how to implement classroom research.

Curriculum teams were established for three areas: English. math, and

history. Following training, the curriculum teams met on a monthly basis to

develop goals toward which they planned to work, to prepare instruction based

on those goals, and to decide on classroom research techniques that could be used

to assess their effectiveness. The research techniques used included goal setting,

knowledge probes, and one-minute papers.
In its monthly meetings, the English team focused on freshman English

courses and compared the writing assignments given at the two institutions. The
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math team focused on college algebra and the ability of students to analyze
algebraic expressions. The history team focused on the first half of the United
States survey courses. Students at both schools were given the same assignments
and identical exams. All teammembers from all disciplines were asked to keep a
journal of their classroom activities and observations.

A Joint Transfer Partnership Task Force was appointed to provide adminis-
trative support to the curriculum teams. The task force included all curriculum
team members, the instructional deans for each curriculum area, and the admis-
sions officers from both institutions. It was intended to serve as a forum in which
curriculum teams could share problems and monitor progress and also as one in
which participants could identify and discuss administrative or institutional barriers
to transfer.

IMPACT

In the spring semester of 1991, the three discipline teams implemented the
teaching methods and curricula they had discussed during the fall semester.

The most revealing assessment project for the English team was HCC's
participation in the UH exit exam process. Students were given one hour to
compose an essay. The results of the test indicated that there may have been a
correlation between the test %sults and the manner in which the composition
classes were taught. Members of the English team were surprised to find that they
had been using different curricula, even though they were teaching the same
course.

History team members compared the grade point averages (GPAs) and
grade distributions of the two HCC classes involved in the pilot project with
those of regular history classes. One instructor's pilot history class had a lower
withdrawal rate and a lower average GPA than the other four classes. Another
instructor's pilot class had both a higher average GPA and a higher withdrawal
rate.

Having scrutinized the college algebra classes at both HCC and UH, the
math curriculum team revised the HCC algebra course to include fewer topics.
Math faculty also implemented the assessment technique of "documented problem
solution," which they described as being "worthy of further investigation." In the
future, representatives from both institutions will attend textbook selection
meetings.

Each participant in the disciplinary teams stressed the importance of the
faculty ownership of curriculum change. By being "in charge" of modifications
identifying problem areas, brainstorming ibr solutions, and implementing
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changefaculty did not feel threatened, as they might have had administrators

dictated the change.
The transfer project was also characterized by a sense of singularity of

purpose. Although faculty worked on discipline-specific teams, the monthly

interdisciplinary meetings reminded them of their collective goal: reduction of the

bathers to transfer in order to increase the number and academic success of

transfer students.
Scheduling proved to be the greatest problem for project administrators.

Rarely were all players in attendance at one meeting. However, it is worth noting

that scheduling only appeared to be the problem. Many UH faculty members were

reluctant to fully cooperate with the goals of the grant, so scheduling "conflicts"

may have provided a convenient excuse not to attend a meeting or two.
Project directors also identified hesitance on the part of some of the four-

year faculty to consider the two-year faculty as colleagues. By the end of the grant

period, most faculty members felt that the repeated interactions with faculty from

the other institution had led to an increased sense of collegiality and respect.

Finally, another problem encountered by project participants was the lack of

direct, measurable goals. This proved to be a particular problem for members of

the math team, who were particularly accustomed to being able to quantify

results.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Devise a procedure for measuring the success of individual projects.

Include more department members in project discussions and activities.

Enlist the support and encourage the involvement of more administrators in

project discussions and workshops.
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KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

PENN VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE (PVCC) &
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-KANSAS CITY (UMKC)

The University of Missouri-Kansas City and Penn Valley Community College
jointly conducted the Academic Transition Program (ATP), which sought to
discover and address acadeinic factors that impede the successful transfer of
minority students to four-year institutions.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To increase the rate of completion and transfer of Penn Valley minority
students through an enriched academic program and mentor system.

To increase the participating students' realistic self-appraisal and accurate
expectations of the university.

To increase participating students awareness of the role of the baccalaureate in
long-range career goals.

To reduce the barriers to successful transition for students from the conuminity
college to the university.

Establishing a pilot program
The ATP proposal focused on Penn Valley minority students who were within 30
credits of completing an associate degree and who indicated an interest in transfer-
ring to a four-year institution. Students were easily identified, but recruiting them
to participate in the program proved to be difficult. From a pool 'if more than 100
students who met the initial criteria, 15 were recruited for ATP. Ten 3tudents
successfully completed both ATP courses, and eight are now enrolled at UMKC;
the other two should be able to enroll at UMKC in fall 1992.

Designing, developing, and implementing the courses related to ATP were
joint efforts, At the outset of the project, ATP team members were identified by
the project director. Two fiiculty members from each institution were selected,
along with a retention counselor. In conjunction with the project director and a
foundation/alumni director, the ATP team developed an activities plan for project
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members; the project director and foundation/alumni director also identified
participating community groups and student partners (12 ';ommunity mentors

were selected on the basis of students' identified career goals).
In the fall, the 15 Penn Valley students recruited for ATP enrolled in

"College Survival," a new course which was designed to address basic skill

deficiencies, communication skill deficiencies, academic planning concerns, math

skill deficiencies, career planning, and lecture preparedness. A new teaching
methodology, Mediated Instruction (MI), was used in the course. Videotaped

sample university lectures in science, social science, and humanities were shown,

and students were encouraged to practice listening, note taking, questioning, and

making applications to everyday life. Twelve ATP students successfully completed

the course.
An existing course offered at PVCC was modified and offered at UMKC in

the spring semester. The course, "Introduction to the I iheral Arts," was offered at

UMKC as "College Transition" and wa F. intended t.. ,,evc some of the anxiety

students felt upon their arrival at the UMKC campus. fhe course expanded on

the activities of the fall course, "College Survival," by bringing the ATP students

into direct contact with tegistration procedures, computerized library resources,
academic support services, the fitness center, and with faculty in their proposed

major disciplines. The students were also introduced to peer collaborative learning
activities and they continued to prepare for university lecture methods through

Mediated Instruction.
On three occasions, ATP students were introduced to UMKC through

interaction with university faculty, staff, and students. ATP students also met with

their community mentors on three occasions to discuss their role in the commu-

nity.

IMPACT
Throughout the duration of the project, community college faculty in reading,

humanities, math, and the social sciences were involved to varying degrees with

university ficulty in reading, composition, and physical sciences. Academic

support staff from both institutions cooperated to strengthen the basic skills and

academic planning behaviors of ATP stuients. Student support personnel in
advising, counseling, financial aid, and admissions met with ATP students, as did

administrators from both institutions. These efforts solidified working relation-

ships, promoted systematic follow-up, opened discussions of community college

students' performance on the university's Written English Proficiency Test,

produced a proposal to incorporate university admissions personnel in the corn-
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munity college's orientation and retention activities, and generated objectives in
the institutional planning process at Penn Valley.

An important lesson was that even though ATP's primary focus was on
equipping students with the academic skills needed for successful completion of a
baccalaureate degree, the two ATP courses required strong support from areas
traditionally associated with student services. An increasing number of today's
community college students will require not only enhanced academic skills, but
also support rendered by counselors, academic advisors, and financial aid officers if
they are to transfer to a four-year institution and successfully complete a baccalau-
reate degree.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Encourage the formation of a retention-transfer committee, made up of faculty
and support personnel from both institutions, to oversee the initial orientation
of community college students as well as "transition-orientation" for thcse
who complete their associate's degree and wish to complete a baccalaureate
degree.

Recruit and orient potential transfer students prior to their enrollment at the
community college.

Incorporate learning-to-learn components in high-risk courses throughout
community college students' academic careers.
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Los ANGELES SOUTHWEST COLLEGE (LASC) &

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT Los ANGELES (UCLA)

The LASC/UCLA Urban Alternative Transfer Partnership was originally estab-

lished to accomplish three goals: establishment of a trartifer program in the liberal

arts that would be based on urban studies issues at LASC; establishment of a

partnership between LASC and UCLA students to encourage nontraditional

minority students to aspire toward a baccalaureate degree; and establishment of a

link between the worlds of education and work through field study experiences

that would continue following students transfer to UCLA. However, these

objectives were revised during the course of the grant period as participants

learned more about their institutions and their student populations. Revisrd goals

included increased collaboration between faculty from the participating institu-

tions, curriculum reform and redesign, and an increase in the number of students

transferring from LASC to UCLA.

INITIAL PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To establish a nucleus of a transfer program in the liberal arts based on issues of

urban studies at LASC.

To establish a partnership between LASC and UCLA students to encourage

nontraditional students, who comprise the majority population at LASC, to

aspire toward a baccalaureate degree by providing a sheltered transfer experi-

ence and graduate entrance into the university community.

To establish a link between education and work through field study to im-

prove retention toward the baccalaureate degree by building on past life

experien-es and formulating new goals.

Faculty collaboration
Faculty collaboration was a prvrequisite to achieving any of the other goals

identified by the Partnership leaders, and it may have been the most challenging

goal of all. For several years, there had been strained relations among personnel

(including faculty members) at LASC and UCLA. At the time the original transfer
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proposal was written, LASC was unable to identify any transfers to UCLA, and no
transfer records had been kept prior to that time.

A number of meetings were held between LASC and UCLA staff before
faculty members from both institutions met and determined that collaboration
could be valuable. Many UCLA faculty have since realized that a number of
present-day students have learning deficiencies that existing teaching skills and
methods do not address. The community college faculty members are often better
equipped for reaching these individuals and can therefore be of special help to
faculty members from the four-year institution. Collaboration proved to be
essential with regard to curriculum development and teaching techniques, and
LASC and UCLA plan to continue the dialogue they have established.

Curriculum revision and reform
Curriculum reform for the project took place within the urban studies program.
LASC professors in anthropology, English, history, and psychology collaborated
with personnel at the UCLA Center for the Study of Urban Poverty on this
project, with the result that course outlines for certain LASC classes were revised
to include units related to urban studies. Additions included readings, writing
assignments, and lectures on urban studies topics.

It is worth noting that the inclusion of urban studies in the curriculum is
partly due to the location and demographics of LASC. Located in South Central
Los Angeles, which has been designated economically depressed, the college
serves a population that is 60 percent black and 40 percent Hispanic. The inclu-
sion of urban studies components in the curriculum should help students develop
skills they can utilize prior to their g,raduation. It is hoped that this exposure will
inspire students to continue beyond the community college to obtain their
baccalaureate degree.

Improving the transfer rate
In 1989-90, when the transfer proposal was written, LASC was unable to identify
any transfers to UCLA. As of June 1991, LASC had identified nine transfer
applicants, with seven transfers to UCLA completed. While the total number of
transfers from LASC to the entire University of California system was only two in
1989-90, the number had risen to 28 by 1990-91. Some of the increase in the
number of student transfers is attributed to LASC's identification of 35 students
who indicated plans to transfer to UCLA. These students were offered block
scheduling of selected transfer courses is well as support services.
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IMPACT
Relationships between faculty members at LASC and UCLA improved as a result

of grant activity. There was additional understanding of the need forand an
increased commitment tointer-institutional faculty collaboration. The enthusi-

asm of faculty members involved in the curriculum redesign has piqued the

interest of faculty members in other disciplines. And the commitment of the

administration, illustrated by the incorporation of the transfer effort into the

college's goals, has resulted in a change in attitude.
The achievement of sonie project goals was hindered because of high turn-

over in the administrative offices at LASC. Three individuals held the position of

vice president of academic affairs during the grant period.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Use a team approach that includes counselors, admissions/records directors,

faculty, and administrators from both institutions in order to ensure the estab-

lishment of a reliable transfer function.

Ensure that administrators and student counselors at both institutions are fully

committed to the concept of transfer. Otherwise, transfer students will lose

sight of "the big picture" and will be lost in the transfer shuffle.
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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

SHELBY STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE (SSCC) &
MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY (MSU)

Shelby State Community College (SSCC) and Memphis State University (MSU)
sought the improvement of communication about the transfer process; the
development of shared expectations for transfer students' learning outcomes; and
an increase in the aspirations of a pilot group of students toward completing a
baccalaureate degree.

PROJECT 011;ECTIVES

To improve communication between Memphis State and Shelby State relative
to the transfer process.

To develop shared expectations for learning outcomes.

To increase the aspirations of a pilot group of students toward completing a
baccalaureate degree.

Improving inter-institutional :ommunication
The improvement of comimmication about transfer between the institutions
involved the creation of new offices at both institutions as well as a Joint Transfer
Council. At Memphis State, an Office of Community College Liaison was
created; at Shelby State, a Transfer Information Center was created specifically to
advise students about transferring to Memphis State. Additionally, the center has a
reference set of transfer materials, copies of which were distributed to all academic
counselors. The directors of the Office of Conummity College Liaison and the
Transfer Information Center met on a regular basis to analyze current transfer
policies and practices. Already, department heads from both institutions have met
to discuss program and course content, and course and program articulation
agreements have been completed. Further plans have been made to develop
smooth transition for Shelby State students; this will include not only course and
program articulation, but also admissions and records articulation and automatic
transmission of transcript data.
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Members of the Joint Transfer Council include the grant coordinators, two

faculty members from each institution, one student from each institution, and the

dean of student affairs from each institution. At the council's first meeting, partici-

pants discussed perceptions of the transfer process. Meetings are now held on a

monthly basis.

Developing shared expectationsfor learning outcomes

In addition to facilitating inter-institutional communication about transfer, faculty

collaboratives are also useful for developing shared expectations for transfer

students' learning outcomes. In order to assess the effectiveness of curricula at

Shelby State in preparing student for transfer, five faculty from the departments of

English and social sciences at both institutions were selected to participate in two

faculty collaboratives. The faculty members met in large groups and in pairs and

compared course syllabi, course methodologies, student characteristics, and

grading standards. Members of the group also visited one anothers' classrooms.

Raising the aspirations ofstudents toward completing a baccalaureate degree

Both Shelby State and Memphis State provided support services and activities to a

designated group of students in order to increase student interest in "the transfer

process." The number of students seeking information about transfer has increased

significantly.
Another facet of the support services that has increased students' confidence

in their ability to succeed at a four-year institution has been "the transfer experi-

ence" pilot project. Invitations to participate in the transfer experience were

extended to a pool of Shelby State students who had accumulated 30 credit hours

and had maintained at least a 2.0 grade point average (GPA). Thirty students

accepted the invitation and Atended support sessions. A "Welcome to Memphis

State" day was held at the MSU campus and included participation by financial

aid advisors, student activities personnel, and several presidents of student organi-

zations. Many students may be fearful of "getting lost" at a four-year institution.

Touring the campus and getting to know some of the individuals on the campus

often relieve students of their anxieties, thereby instilling in them the notion that

they can rise to the challenge. Twenty of the 30 students in the pilot project have

indicated that they now plan to transfer to Memphis State.

IMPACT
With the establishment of the Liaison Office at MSU and the Transfer Center at

Shelby State, students at both campuses now have ready access to reliable informa-
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tion on the transfer process. In addition, collaboratien between the directors of
the office and the center has resulted in formal articulation agreements and
continuing dialogue on the subject of transfer.

The continued work of the Joint Transfer Council has further strengthened
the commitment of both institutions to increase the number of students transfer-
ring to a four-year institution. The inclusion of representatives from each group
involved in the transfer process, from administrators to faculty to individual
students, has helrd provide a comprehensive perspective on the transfer p.:ocess.

Finally, the relationship between the two institutions has changed in two
ways. First, there is a broader recognition of the importance of transfer, particu-
larly at the faculty level. Faculty members in disciplines other than English and the
social sciences are becoming more sensitive to the need to address concerns about
curriculum issues shared by four-year institution faculty. Second, university and
college administrators, including department chairs, deans, and vice presidents,
have begun o take more initiative with regard to transfer issuesparticularly as
they are affected by curriculum reform.

Systematic collaboration between the two institutions was facilitated by
previously existing professional ties between administrators and faculty. However,
the collection of longitudinal data on the subject of transfer, which provides a
necessary benchmark, has been hindered by Tennessee's adoption of a new
computerized record system. The absence of empirical data on student perfor-
mance also hampered faculty discussions of ways to improve students' success.
I-low could meaningful discussions on improving student performance take place
in the absence of information on existing (and past) performance? Faculty and
administrators from both institutions are now woiking to establish methods for
documenting student success.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Ensure that the commitment to strengthening transfer begins with the adminis-
tration and that the commitment is communicated to all levels.

Provide opportunities early on for representatives from both institutions to
meet at a location away from either campus.

Provide concrete data on the current success rate of n ansfcr students, and
identify problem areas.
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NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

ESSEX COUNTY COLLEGE (ECC) &
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY-NEWARK (RN)

The General Education Transfer Project (GETP) was established by Essex County

College and Rutgers University-Newark to provide a framework for faculty

discussions about course content in general education and modes of teaching and

learning. These conversations were held to identify and institute changes that

would strengthen student transfer and improve the potential for students' aca-

demic success.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To establish a collaborative relationship between faculty members in the areas

of English (including faculty who teach writing and literature), history, math-

ematics, and natural sciences (the disciplines of biology and physics were

selected).

To strengthen the perceptions of faculty and staff of the importance of the

transfer function at Essex and to acquaint Rutgers fkulty with the importance

of supporting the academic efforts of minority students seeking to transfer.

To identify barriers to transfer and develop means for overcoming them.

Providing a forum for change
Although the institutions involved in this partnership are located a block apart,

prior efforts at joint educational endeavors had not been successful. To respond to

this challenge, GETP used a faculty-to-faculty model to establish a working

relationship at a level most conducive to change.

Four faculty teams in the core disciplines of English, history, math, and

natural science (biology and physics) were established. After an initial plenary

session at which the project directors and chief academic/administrative officers

explained the project framework and guidelines, the teams met regularly over the

course of the year, sometimes as often as weekly.

At these mee,ings, team members discussed ways in which transfer in their

discipline could best be strengthened. They compared courses taught at both
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institutions by studying syllabi, exams, readings, and writing assignments. They
found that the most significant obstacles to transfer were the English and math
proficiency exams required for placement at Rutgers. Because many students were
required to repeat a basic English or math course after transferring to Rutgers,
faculty members assessed the content of the exams, how they were administered,
and how the results were evaluated.

The history and natural science teams discovered that few students chose to
major in their disciplines, and that self-selection ensured that only strong students
stayed in their classes. Team members therefore changed their approach and
decided to determine how more transfer students could be encouraged to declare
a major in history or natural science. Reviews of course syllabi, student assign-
ments, and exams showed that course compatibility between the institutions was
not a problem.

By the end of the academic year, each team made specific recommendations
for change in their discipline's curriculum and/or transfer practices. The English
and math teams recommended that changes be made in the procedures for
placement tests. The physics team proposed the sharing of relevant computer
software between the institutions, and thc history team planned joint colloquia as
a means of involving additional colleagues.

IMPACT

In response to reconunendations made by the facuky teams, changes were made
in the testing procedures for English anA math proficiency exams. When the
changes proved to have only a negligible effect on student performance, both
teams met to discuss curricular changes. The English team designed a new course
for students who failed the proficiency test. The existence of this new course
should help eliminate the stigma of having to repeat the English composition
sequence. The math team recognized the need to reformulate topics taught in the
basic algebra course and to give assignments more similar to those given at
Rutgers.

Faculty dialogue led to an increased awareness of the common problems
faced by two- and four-year institution faculty in teaching an increasingly
underprepared student population. a large percentage of whom speak English as
their second or third language. l'his awareness, in addition to the sheer amount of
time spent in collaboration with one another, led to an emerging closeness
between the fliculty. Though many of the FCC faculty had taught as adjuncts at
Rutgers. the transfer project provided an opportunity to establish further colle-
giate relationships. By the end of the academic year, members of the English team
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were grading one anothers' students' essays. If the problems of differential teaching

loads and faculty salaries can be solved, faculty would like to experiment with

exchange teaching.
Previous efforts at articulation and curricular reform had been made by

administrators working from catalog copy, but the current project met with

success because it involved those most responsible for implementing the curricu-

lum: faculty.
The success of the faculty teams at identifying specific areas for change

resulted in an increase in the support offered by institution administrators. Though

they had seemed skeptical at the initial meeting (despite their verbal affirmations

of the project goals), they expressed genuine appreciation at the year-end project

conference. Transfer has become a high priority: the Rutgers Admissions Office is

redesigning brochures to include a section about transfer students and problems

they may encounter; at EGG, the transfer counselor is being moved to a more

visible location and institutional resources have been committed to a project that

will emphasize the transfer function.
A year-end conference drew faculty and administrators from both institu-

tions and nearby colleges. A lengthy summary of the conference has been widely

distributed and is still available.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Encourage the adoption of common calendars by participating institutions in

order to facilitate faculty exchanges and student cross registration.

Identify ways to enlarge the core project group and involve more faculty.
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NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

DELGADO COMMUNITY COLLEGE (DCC) &
UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS (UNO)

The Delgado Community College/University of New Orleans Partnership
Program sought to establish a cooperative program that would increase the
number of minority and economically disadvantaged students who transfer to the
University of New Orleans. The Partnership also worked to establish data collec-
tion mechanisms to document the number and academic success of students
transferring from Delgado Connnunity College to the University of New Or-
leans.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To improve the existing joint institutional program of cooperation so that it
will significantly increase the number of disadvantaged and minority students
who transfer from Delgado Community College to the University of New
Orleans and complete a baccaldureate degree.

'To promote faculty departmental cooperation and exchange between Delgado
and UNO in order to increase the number of disadvantaged and minority
students transferring from Delgado to UNO and earning a baccalaureate
degree.

To document the extent to which the transfer program increases the number
of disadvantaged and minority students who transfer from Delgado Commu-
nity College to the University of New Orleans with the intent of earning a
baccalaureate degree.

Promoting transfer
The president of Delgado Community College and the chancellor of' the Univer-
sity of New Orleans spearheaded institutional efforts to increase the number of
minority and economically disadvantaged students who transfer from DCC to
UNO. One of their first activities on behalf of this initiative was their announce-
ment of an inter-institutional meeting of faculty and administrators, which sig-
naled the beginning of a new effort to improve transfer. At the meeting, the chief'
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aca6emic officers from each institution appointed liaison officers and Transfer-

Transition Task Forces.
The liaison officers arranged several inter-institutional meetings for faculty

members and academic counselors. The information shared at these meetings was

intended to clarify faculty expectations and eventually lead to improvement in the

transferability of courses from DCC to UNO. Inter-institutional faculty meetings

were held for specific academic departments. English, mathematics, and biology

facdty met to discuss current curricula and possible modifications that would

better prepare DCC students for transfer. Faculty and counselors in education also

met to discuss specific issues that impede student transfer and success.

Inter-institutional meetings for business faculty and counselors took place

over the course of a year. Because the majority of transfer students from Delgado

pursue business degrees, special attention to analyzing and comparing curricula in

that area was essential. Faculty from specific business areas, including accounting,

economics, management, marketing, and business law reviewed syllabi, discussed

course equivalencies, and modified curricular components to improve course

transferability. With the assistance of counselors from the business department,

materials were produced that would clarify curriculum continuity and course

transferability for students interested in transferring to UNO.

DCC and UNO also agreed to a joMt recruiting effort whereby suitable

Delgado students would be referred to UNO counselors. These counselors would

visit the DCC campus on a weekly basis to meet with students (particularly

minority and disadvantaged students) and help them plan academic schedules that

would facilitate transfer to a baccalaureate degree program at UNO.

IMPACT
Inter-institutional faculty collaboration, particularly in the departments ofbiology,

education, and business, led to an increase in the number of transferable courses

by a total of 30 credit hours.
A credit transfer guide has also been published and distributed on both the

DCC and UNO campuses. Copies of the UNO course catalog are now available

on the DCC campus.
A cross-enrollment agreement between Delgado and UNO was put into

effect.
UN() established a S1,000 scholarship to be awarded annually to a deserv-

ing DCC transfer student.
Delgado established a mechanism for placing UNO teaching assistants in

DCC classrooms.
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The registrars' offices at both DCC and UNO have instituted computer
coding practices that will enable them to collect longitudinal data on the number,
characteristics, and academic success of students transferring from DCC to UNO.

Relations between DCC and UNO often were strained in the years prior
to 1987, But the commitment the institutions made to improving the number and
success of transfer students has helped relieve some of that tension. Work still
needs to be done, and steps need to be taken to encourage faculty members in
other departments (e.g., computer science) to collaborate and identify areas of the
curriculum that require modification.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Engender a sense of trust and strong lines of communication between the
presidents and chief academic officers ( f the participating institutions.

Establish a forum in which faculty from both institutions can collaborate to
improve transfer policies.

Emphasize outreach, and make sure that counselors are regularly available,
particularly to target populations.

Update and distribute course catalogs, course transfer tables, and revised
curriculum sheets.
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NEW YORK, NEW YORK

BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE (BMCC) &

HUNTER COLLEGE

BMCC and Hunter College focused on curriculum design in science and math-

ematics to strengthen the elementary education program. The project began with

narrowly defined objectives so that initial discussions would be highly focused and

would involve only a small working group. The elementary education program

was selected for modification because a high percentage of transfer students come

from that program. Moreover, articulation had proved to be particularly difficult

for students in that program.

PROJECT (INVECTIVES
To remove impediments to the approval of BMCC coursework in mathemat-

ics and science to fulfill liberal arts requirements for students transferring into

the teacher preparation program in early childhood and elementary education

at Hunter College by:

Developing a one-year, six-credit course in mathematics to serve as a

substitute for the current mathematics requirement for students in the Child

Care/Early Childhood Education program at BMCC and for the current

two-course requirement for teacher education students at Hunter College;

Exploring with science faculty at BMCC the possibility of implementing a

one-year course in the foundations of science now taught at Hunter Col-

lege; and

If acceptable to the 13M( :C science faculty, to substitute the first semester of

the above science course for th,.! current science requirement at 13MCC,

and to allow BMCC transfer students to take the second semester of the

course at Hunter College.

To identify other problematic areas for transfer students in liberal arts programs

at BMCC, as well as in the Child Car/Early Childhood Education program,

To design strategies for a comprehensive approach to the removal of remaining

obstacles to the transfer of MCC students to Hunter College.
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Modifying the elementary education program: mathematics
The initial target for improvement within the elementary education program was
the mathematics course required of early childhood education (ECE) majors at
BMCC. Prior to the changes brought about by the transfer project, the math
course taken by ECE majors at BMCC did not correspond to the math course
required for the elementary education concentration at Hunter College. Discus-
sion with members of the math faculty at Hunter revealed that they were not
satisfied with their own course, so it proved an auspicious time to modify the
math curriculum not only at BMCC, but also at Hunter.

Faculty and administrators from the two campuses met several times to
ensure that a new two-semester inath sequence could be fully developed at both
campuses, and to coordinate procedures for adoption of the rt..w courses by
appropriate faculty governing bodies. Members of both math faculties continued
to meet throughout the summer to develop new curricula.

By the start of the fall semester, the courses were introduced on an experi-
mental basis, and proposals to adopt the courses as components of the education
programs and as mathematics distribution requirements were approved by the
college senates of both institutions.

Transferring an interdisciplinary science course
Efforts at transferring an interdisciplinary science course from Hunter College to
BMCC did not meet with as much success. Hunter's science course was a two-
semester sequence involving physics, chemistry, biology, and geology. It had
been developed over several years under the sponsorship of the Mellon Founda-
tion and the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE).
The sequence was intended to be replicated at other colleges, but several require-
ments made it unacceptable to BMCC faculty members.

There were some gains, however, from the inter-institutional faculty
meetings that were held to discuss the possibility of transferring the course to
BMCC. BMCC biology courses were not equivalent to those offered at Hunter.
Discussions began that should lead to modifications of the biology curricula at
BMCC so that students can readily transfer science credits to Hunter College. A
brochure is also being planned for distribution to BMCC students that will detail
which BMCC science courses arc readily transferable to Hunter College.

As a result of this partnership, faculty at BMCC and Hunter are now
discussing a comprehensive articulation program for students who wish to major
in the sciences. The institutions have concluded an agreement specifically de-
signed for computer science majors and they hope to extend this effort to math-
ematics and the sciences.
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Problem areas in articulation
Administrators and articulation officers from both institutions met several times to

review articulation documents and to discuss approaches to removing barriers to

student transfer. Several specific humanities courses were identified that may

require revised articulation agreements because of the large number of students

enrolled in them. Department chairs were asked for their suggestions about

changes that would facilitate the articulation process. In most cases, individual

department faculty members were also consulted.

IMPACT

As a result of inter-institutional faculty collaboration, the math courses required of

ECE majors at BMCC are now equivalent to those taught at Hunter. Courses in a

number of other departmentsnotably art history, history, and anthropology

are now transferable to Hunter. Discussions about granting equivalent credit a'

Hunter for an intensive English course offered at BMCC are continuing.
Despite BMCC's lack of success at adopting Hunter's science sequence,

faculty, students, and administrators at both institutions have benefitted from
inter-institutional collaboration. Courses in a number of departments have been

modified, with the result that faculty are more satisfied with them, students learn

more and are able to transfer more credits, and administrators benefit from the

successful transfer of greater numbers of students.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Involve administrators, articulation officers, and faculty members in efforts to

revise the curriculum.

Replicate successful transfer and curriculum modification processes with other

"feeder" institutions.
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NEW YORK, NEW YORK

KINGSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE (KCC) &
CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK (CCNY)

The Winter Intensive Study and Transfer (WIST) Project was initiated to increase
the numbers of disadvantaged and minority Kingsborough Community College
students who transfer to City College of New York. Designed for English-as-a-
Second Language (ESL) students enrolled at Kingsborough and planning to
transfer to CCNY, the project provided an intensive English-language learning
experience to enable the students to accelerate their studies by expanding their
reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills. The project also sought to
strengthen the institutional relationship between KCC and CCNY by means of
faculty exchanges.

Upper-term students who were considered for the program were evaluated
on the basis of their grade point averages (GPAs). First-semester students were
evaluated on the basis of recommendations by their ESL instructors. Each poten-
tial W1ST student was then interviewed, and questions were asked about their
academic goals and their desire to continue their studies at a four-year institution.
Twenty-eight students were selected to participate in the program, and 26 stu-
dents completed it.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

To develop specialized language curriculum and materials in the arts and
sciences since language is best taught with content.

To provide students with necessary support services such as tutoring, advise-
ment, and counselMg.

To develop materials and curriculum employing films, tapes, magazines, and
books.

To strengthen all language skills of the identified students, written and verbal,
in order to.assure fiister and more successful progression to the four-year
college.
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The WIST Program
The first activity of the project was the development of instructional materials.

Over a three-month period, the ESL directors from Kingsborough and City

Colleges, in consultation with other faculty members in the liberal arts and

sciences, developed the WIST curriculum. This collaboration provided faculty

members from both institutions with the opportunity to exchange infonnation on

pedagogy and program content. The sharing of this information has helped

improve the coordination of the associate degree curriculum with the baccalaure-

ate degree curriculum.
The WIST curriculum stressed an integrated-skills approach, and provided

enough flexibility that instructors could vary activities according to the skills and

needs of the students. The curriculum was designed primarily to strengthen all

dimensions of students' English language skills so they could progress more

quickly and skillfully to CCNY. The program provided class from 9:30 a.m. until

5:00 p.m. every weekday for four weeks; counselors, instructors, and tutors at

every lunch; and homework in the evening, thereby thoroughly immersing WIST

students in the English language.
In addition to activities in class, which included reading poems, newspaper

articles, and textbooks; role-playing exercises; prepared debates; and extensive

writing assignments, students spent time discovering the City College campus.

One full day was spent touring the campus and visiting selected instructional

facilities. City College faculty members presented special lectures on a variety of

topics.
WIST project directors published and distributed a newsletter, which

included photographs of the participants as well as selections from the participants'

journals. This helped build a sense of community among the WIST participants

and served as an important vehicle for communicating the progress of individuals

involved in the program.

IMPACT

Test score comparisons for the participants in the WIST program indicated that

the program was successful at enhancing ESL students' English skills. Of the 25

students who completed Ow program, four no longer needed any English skills

remediation and were eligible to enroll in college-level English courses; the

majority (20 students, or 76 percent of the class) advanced at least one level in

either reading or writing. Only one student did not progress to a more advanced

level.
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The program's effectiveness was also measured by the WIST instructors'
evaluations of students portfolios, which contained four writing samples: a

description or an autobiography; an explanatory essay; a reaction to a lecture, film,
or text; and an analysis of an academic text.

The number of students transferring from Kingsborough to City College
has increased slightly, but because no WIST students have yet completed their
associate degree study, no transfer data are available on the transfer rate of WIST
students to City College.

WIST was an experiment in pairing the resources of two CUNY institu-
tions. The experiment resulted in the collaboration of ESL directors from both
institutions. It provided City College ESL faculty and tutors with the experience
of teaching at Kingsborough and Kingsborough faculty and tutors with the
experience of teaching at City College. It also presented academic officers and
administrators at both institutions with the opportunity to work together on ESL
pedagogy and facilitation of the transfer process. Overall, collaboration at both of
these levels has resulted in a closer relationship between City College and
Kingsborough Community College.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS

Enlist the support and ensure the cooperation of top administrators at both
participating institutions.

Identify specific areas of mutual interest and potential benefit (e.g., ESL
students) at participating institutions.

Ensure the continued interaction, cooperation, and involvement of key
administrators and faculty members.
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ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

ST. LOUIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE AT FOREST PARK (S' ,CC-FP) &

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS (UM-ST. LOUIS)

St. Louis Community College at Forest Park and the University of Missouri at St.

Louis sought to establish a Liberal Arts Transfer Program to remove barriers that

frequently prevent minority and economically disadvantaged students from

transferring to and graduating from a four-year institution. The grant would

enable the partnership to design and put in place Academic Transfer Centers on

each campus that would link faculty efforts in tea:thing techniques, curriculum

review and revision, and student support services. These centers and their activi-

ties would enable faculty-to-faculty interaction, faculty-to-student interaction, and

student-to-student interaction between the participating institutions.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To develop an Academic Transfer Center on each campus by:

identifying a campus coordinator and a team of instructional faculty, who

will build and implement the Liberal Arts Transfer Program;

recruiting and coordinating the exchange of faculty and students; and

developing a comprehensive instructional and emotional support system

necessary to promote academic achievement and persistence in the commu-

nity college and transfer to UM-St. Louis for students-at-risk.

To identify 100 students who have the potential for transfer in the liberal arts.

To facilitate team teaching and peer-to-peer meetings among students who

have established an interest in transfer.

To transfer at least 60 percent of identified students to UM-St. Louis each year.

UM-St. Louis will identify stud(.its who transfer from Forest Park, especially

minority students; direct them tow,ird special services; and recruit and advise

students and faculty who will take part in the exchanges.
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Establishing Academic Transfer Centers
Before establishing the Academic Transfer Centers, campus coordinators and
teams of instructional faculty were identified to participate in the project. These
individuals were charged with the responsibility of designing and implementing
the transfer program. Transfer centers were then developed to house student files
and transfer project resource materials. At SLCC-FP, the center was located in the
humanities division office complex, while at UM-St. Louis, the center was located
in the student advising office complex. The instnictional faculty teams operated
the centers.

Setting up the pilot program
Forest Park identified 100 students who were interested in and demonstrated the
potential for transferring to a four-year program in the liberal arts. Thirty-two
students, each of whom had earned at least 25 credits, had a grade point average
(GPA) of at least 2.5, and had a desire to pursue a four-year degree in the liberal
arts, were selected to participate. Of the 32 participants, 22 were minority and 24
were considered economically disadvantaged.

Project directors determined that peer-to-peer meetings would encourage
potential transfer students to take the steps necessary for transfer and completion of
a baccalaureate degree. One peer-to-peer meeting was held on the UM-St. Louis
campus; six project participants from Forest Park spent an afternoon with students
who had recently transferred to UM-St. Louis.

During the project period, faculty and project coordinators from both
institutions held bi-monthly meetings at which they planned transfer center
activities. Activities included academic advising and course scheduling at both
campuses, study skills workshops, financial aid and admission orientation sessions,
peer group meetings, tours of the UM-St. Louis campus, and publication and
distribution of a brochure that was designed to recruit and retain student partici-
pants.

Two pairs of transfer-project faculty in the departments of English and
social sciences (one pair from each institution) exchanged classes for a semester.
The faculty exchange also led to the sharing of course content, teaching methods,
and grading responsibilities.

IMPACT

Undertaking the activities to remove barriers to transfer led to an increase in the
visibility and appeal of the transfer option, which had become a neglected compo-
nent of the community college mission. Inter-institutional faculty collaboration
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helped re-establish a spirit of respect and cooperation and it also led to the realiza-

tion that community college and university faculty are more alike than different.

Student participants reaped the benefits of improved academic preparedness

for classes at the baccalaureate institution, easy access to and progress through the

university's admission and financial aid processes, and a thorough introduction to

the university's social and cultural environments. Students' transitions to the

university were also eased by the evaluation of their transcripts by UM-St. Louis

advisors, who were able to give the students specific information that would

prove useful as they completed their courses of study at Forest Park and prepared

to transfer to UM-St. Louis.
Five of the students who participated in the pilot project transferred to

UM-St. Louis at the end of the first year of the project. These students were

directed to special support services at the UM campus that were offered through

the College of Arts and Sciences First-Year Program.

The Liberal Arts Transfer Project received both recognition and support

from top administrators at both institutions. Forest Park's dean of instruction

served as one of the project directors, and one of the authors of the pilot project

proposal is now the acting president at Forest Park. The project director on the

UM-St. Louis campus is now chancellor of the institution.

The transfer project has reaffirmed a commitment to transfer among faculty

and administrators at both participating institutions. Promoting and encouraging

the transfer option among Forest Park students and easing the transition process to

the University of Missouri have been re-established as priorities.

Finally, relationships among key faculty and administrators at Forest Park

and UM-St. Louis have been strengthened. These relationships will provide for

continuing dialogue on the subject of easing the transfer process, particularly for

minority and economically disadvantaF .d students.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Ensure support from top administrators as well as from financial and human

resources staff.

Establish mechanisms fcr inter-institutional faculty collaboration.

Cultivate a student-centered spirit of trust, cooperation, and respect among

project participants.
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SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

SAN ANTONIO COLLEGE (SAC) &
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT SAN ANTONIO (UTSA)

The University of Texas at San Antonio and San Antonio College have collabo-
rated on the development of the core courses of a new Interdisciplinary Studies
Degree (I)S) designed primarily for prospective elementary school teachers. The
project was intended to establish a mechanism for consultation between the
institutions and to facilitate the transfer of minority students, beginning with those
interested in becoming teachers, from SAC to UTSA.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To establish a core of interdisciplinary courses central to the IDS degree
program that can be taken either at SAC or at UTSA.

To establish a permanent process of faculty consultation between SAC and
UTSA with respect to IDS that can be employed for the further development
of the degree program and as a foundation for wider interaction.

To establish an effective, well-understood and flexible process of bringing
students (especially minority students) from SAC into the elementary teacher
education program at UTSA.

The Interdisciplinary Studies Degree
The focus of the UTSA/SAC Partnership Grant was a new undergraduate degree
program in Interdisciplinary Studies (IDS), which would replace the earlier major
offered in elementary education. Among other things, the IDS degree was struc-
tured to attract and improve the educational qualifications of potential teachers
from disadvantaged minority backgrounds and to increase the quality of teaching
in the unique sociocultural environment of South Texas.

Because so many potential entrants into the IDS program will begin their
postsecondary e cation at SAC, and because it is critical that courses transferred
into IDS meet objectives laid out for them, it was decided that UTSA and
SAC should cooldinate the planning and curriculum development of the interdis-
ciplinary core courses so that the two institutions can, insofar as possible, ofkr
equivalent courses.
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In May 1990, an intensive, five-day planning seminar was held during

which 35 faculty members from SAC and UTSA discussed how the IDS core

courses should be taught and which courses should be offered at both institutions.

Faculty from both institutions formed teams to develop courses for the IDS

degree. Faculty met as groups in the morning in order to discuss theoretical issues

related to developing and teaching core courses, and in the afternoons, they

worked in inter-institutional teams to develop courses in world civilization, world

literature, and the social sciences; a science and humanities course; and a "modes

of inquiry across the fields of study" course. Three courses were to be for sopho-

mores, so it was decided that they would be offered at both institutions. And even

though the science and humanities course and the modes of inquiry course were

designed for upper-level students, SAC faculty participated in their development.

The second objective was to conduct a series of meetings to continue the

collaborative efforts initiated at the May seminar. Faculty teams reconvened to

map out continued collaboration through the academic year. The team that was

most effective met on a monthly basis to discuss problems encountered by the

individuals teaching the course they had designed. Specific plans were also made

to include comparable IDS course numbers, titles, and descriptions in the San

Antonio College Catalog.
Another priority was to familiarize the advising staff at both institutions with

the existence and progress of the curriculum development effort and to ident.,.'y

and address transfer problems. A few months after the week-long seminar, a

seminar was held on the SAC campus at which participants from both institutions

shared information about the project with admission counselors and staff mem-

bers. Discussion focused r%n the need for a student support system, especially at

UTSA, to identify 3tucit.1 t, interested in majoring in IDS or related fields.

An additional curriculum seminar was held at the end of the first semester in

which the IDS courses were offered. Faculty from both institutions participated in

the afternoon seminar, as did students who had just completed some of the

courses.
Finally, project administrators held a culminating curriculum development

seminar one year after the initial week-long seminar. Individuals who were

consulted during the planning stages of the project were asked to return and

present evaluations of progress to date. Participants were also asked to evaluate the

project by responding to questions in writing.

IMPACT

As the result of inter-institutional teamwork, core courses for the Interdisciplinary

Studies degree were designed and taubht at both SAC and UTSA. An evaluation
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seminar that was held after the first semester indicated that while most of the
courses were successful, one in particular, "The Individual, Family, and Commu-
nity," had been disastrous. It was not easy or pleasant to deal with that failure, but
the course curriculum was revised, and the course was offered again in the sum-
mer. It met with much more success the second time around.

Extensive reliance on inter-institutional faculty teams quickly led to mutual
respect and suggestions that faculty be shared across campuses. Such sharing has
begun, and plans are to formalize this process in the near future. Moreover,
faculty members agreed that the interaction stimulated them both intellectually
and pedagogically.

Project participants encountered failure along the way but were reminded at
their last seminar that projects as ambitious as this cannot be achieved in a single
year. The ability to confront and learn from failures should serve participants well
as they continue their efforts to improve the transfer process between San Antonio
College and the University of Texas at San Antonio.

PROJECT REC M MENDATI 0 N S

Encourage inter-institutional faculty teams to meet on a regular and frequent
basis.

Make sure that other members of the campus community, including adminis-
trators and counseling staff, are kept abreast of developments in the transfer or
curriculum development process.

Cultivate an attitude of perseverance and realize that eflective programs are
developed over time.

Confront and learn from mistakes that are made in the process of improving
transfer.
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SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

SOUTHWESTERN COLLEGE (SWC) &
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY (SDSU)

Within the context of the main goal of improving transfer effectiveness in the

liberal arts for minority students at SWC and SDSU, the Southwestern College/

San Diego State University Partnership Grant Project reviewed and assessed

academic practices in four disciplines: history, philosophy, English literature, and

Spanish. The project sought to modify and implement selected academic practices

at both institutions to increase transfer rates among targeted students.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE
To improve transfer effectiveness in the liberal arts for underrepresented

students at SWC and SDSU by:

reviewing and assessing academic practices in four disciplineshistory,

philosophy, English/literature, and foreign language (Spanish)that may

act as a barrier for targeted students' academic success and transfer; and

modifying and implementing selected academic practices at both institutions

to increase the transfer rates of targeted students and provide a model for

ongoing efforts by both institutions.

Redesigning curricula
Six faculty members from each institution were selected to participate in the

project and to confer on issues related to academic practices and transfer processes

between the two institutions. An inter-institutional orientation meeting was held

for participating facuhy and administrators in order to define and focus on specific

transfer problem', to be addressed during the grant period and to confirm the grant

objectives, timelines, and expected outcomes.

Three day-long workshops were held to address the issues that had been

identified at the orientation meeting. Topics covered during the sessions included

a review of the existing research data on transfer rates of different student popula-

tions between the two institutions; a review of recent enrollment patterns in the

four disciplines singled out by this project; an examination of articulation agree-

ments in each of the disciplines; and an assessment of the actual transfer problems
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and concerns encountered and icLatified by SWC students upon transferring to
SDSU. To facilitate the identification of these concerns, five SWC graduates
attended one of the workshops and provided a first-hand description of their
experiences and recommendations for change in both the transfer process and in
the instructional approaches used by faculty at the two institutions. One seminar
was presented by a team from the El Paso Partnership Grant Project; team mem-
bers reviewed the strengths and weaknesses they encountered in their efforts to
improve the transfer process. Finally, a fourth workshop was devoted to project
evaluation. At this session, participants identified concrete steps that would be
taken to continue the activities and liaisons that had been initiated.

IMPACT

The project objective met with varying degrees of success. Inter-institutional
faculty meetings were held as planned, and the information and ideas provided by
participants were helpful. However, participants were not able to fully implement
the suggested curricular changes because of insufficient institutional funding.
Participating faculty and administrators nevertheless anticipate continuing with
their efforts to improve transfer effectiveness within exis:ing budget limits; it is
hoped that additional external resources will be obtained so that further changes in
the curriculumchanges that will ease the transfer processcan be implemented.
A joint committee will be formed for the exclusivr. purpose of identifying poten-
tial funding sources.

Most project participants believe that the grant was successful insofar as it
increased institutional awareness of tilt: priority if transfer. Also, some of the
obstacles that prevent students from transferring were removed; some classroom
practices were modified to encourage more student participation, and other
teaching practices were introduce(' that should enhance students' success and their
likelihood for transferring and amining success at a baccalaureate institution.

Finally, cross-faculty dialope was viewed by many of the participants as the
most successful component of the project. Frequent and prolonged collaboration
led to a sense of trust and mutual respect among participating faculty, and these
feelings enabled them to openly share effective classroom techniques and to offer
honest critiques of isting pedagogics and curricula. The relationships that were
torn sed during the course of the grant period are likely to continue, with the
effect that further efforts 1.0 institute pedagogical and curricular change at both
Southwestern and SDSU should proceed with ease. A panel of project curriculum
team members will present papers on their collaborative experiences at a staff
devdopment program to be held this spring at SWC.
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Some faculty members who were involved in the project noted that "they

never did understand what the grant was about," and that it therefore "proved

difficult to attack relevant goals." The fact that some participants felt they were

floundering sent a strong signal that project administrators must be explicit in

sharing project goals. It may have been helpful to provide specific examples of the

types of change (and the re,sons for change) being sought.
One of the problem areas encountered was uneven administrative support

from SWC and SDSU. While the administration at SWC was eager to institute

changes that would facilitate the transfer and success of students in the liberal arts,

the administration at SIBLl appeared much more hesitant. This lopsided support

may be a consequence of the types of institutions that were involved: as a two-

year institution at which 60 percent of attendees are first-generation college

students, Southwestern's institutional climate is characterized by high aspirations

for its students and a sense that part of the institution's mission is to encourage

students to transfer to a four-year institution. In contrast to Southwestern's
institutional climate, San Diego State's size and comprehensiveness result in an

institutional environment that involves hundreds of competing priorities, of which

transfer is only one (and not necessarily a very important one).
WC is taking steps to cooperate with several other area community

colleges and SDSU in the formation of a computerized student database that

would make it possible to track transfer students on an individual basis. Bureau-

cratic and technical hindrances are anticipated, but it is hoped that the information

that such a database would provide and the value of such information for deter-

mining effective transfer practices will be sufficient incentive that the database's

creation will not be delayed.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Obtain the support of top-level administrators, including the presidents and

vice presidents of academic affiiirs at both institutions.

Solicit direct faculty involvement in curriculum modification and other efforts

to improve transfer effectiveness.

Involve students in the process of identifying barriers to transfer.

Institutionalize the high priority of improving transfer rates through review and

revision of curricula and transfer processes.
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SAN FRANCISCO/OAKLAND,
CALIFORNIA

MERRITT COLLEGE & LANEY COLLEGE,
HOLY NAMES COLLEGE & SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY

The City of Oakland's community colleges, Laney College and Merritt College,
joined with two four-year institutions, Holy Names College and San Francisco
State University, to form the Bay Area Partnership Transfer/Education Consor-
tium for Underrepresented Minorities (BAPTECUM). This project was designed
to support the academic achievement and increase the transfer rates of minorities
from the community colleges to the four-year institutions, where they would earn
baccalaureate degrees in science and/or math. The consortium's goal involved
specific strategi2s, including joint institutional planning, joint faculty development,
and joint implementation. These strategies would be used as faculty representa-
tives from all four institutions collaboratively designed, developed, and then team
taught a three-unit course entitled "Scientific Inquiry."

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
To improve substantially the transfer rate from Laney College and Merritt
College to four-year institutions.

To strengthen a formal collaboration between CO nunity colleges and four-
year colleges and universities in developing and offering a baccalaureate level
course designed with underrepresented minority students in mind; this course,
team taught by faculty from the two- and four-year institutions, will be offered
at the conununity college level, and will be trmsferable to four-year institu-
tions.

To directly involve classroom faculty from all colleges in curriculum develop-
ment aimed at facilitating academic chievement of the target group (disadvan-
taged and underrepresented minority students).

To develop a program patterned after the successful model at Laney College of
facilitator-led study groups foy use at all campuses for science-based and
humanities-based disciplines, and to implement the model on all campuses.
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To increase underrepresented minority representation in science-based and

math-based disciplines at all four institutions.

To provide the structure necessary to ensure that through fiicilitated study

groups, the transfer students gain the proficiencies necessary for success in

upper-division coursework and graduate.

To foster inter-institutional faculty cooperation and fiiculty development.

To strengthen collaborative efforts already in place among Merritt College,

Laney College, Holy Names College, and San Francisco State University.

Developing a science course
The first steps toward developing a curriculum for the course 'Scientific Inquiry"

involved setting up workshops. Eight faculty members from the four participating

institutions met in a preliminary planning session, which was followed by several

weekend workshops held over the next few months,

The science course was intended to focus on the integration of science

concepts and themes and to demonstrate related mathematical principles. Project

participants were provided with a list of possible themes for inclusion in the

course outline, which they were to develop at the fall workshops. A list of math-

ematical concepts to be covered in the science course was also provided.

The course developed at the fall workshops was offered at the Merritt and

Laney college campuses the following semester. Students were recruited to take

the course on the basis ofpotential academic succ;.ss in science and math. Minor-

ity students were personally invited by faculty members to enroll in the course,

and personal contacts were followed by a letter that provided students with further

details about the course.
Faculty from all four institutions collaborated on the design of the course

curriculum, but the colleges were paired according to geographic location for the

team-teaching «miponent. (Merritt and Holy Names colleges were paired, as

were Laney and San Francisco State,) Innovative classroom techniques were

incorporated into the currk alum, including cooperative learning strategies, video-

aided instruction, ungraded writing exercises, and extensive discussions designed

to encourage student participation.

IMPACT
he initial offering of the Scientific Inquiry course met with both success and

hilure. The linkages established among faculty members at the four participating

pi/
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institutions were not easily initiated, but they contributed to the discovery on the
part of the four-year faculty that community college students have many needs
that are distinct from those of four-year students. Two-year faculty also learned
first-hand the expectations four-year faculty have of their students.

The students who participated in the pilot science course suggested that the
course encouraged them to consider science as a major. A follow-up study of
students who were successful in the course needs to be conducted in order to
determine whether the course had the desired effect of increasing the number of
minority and economically disadvantaged students who declare science as their
major area of study upon transfer to a four-year institution. It also is not yet clear
whether the Scientific Inquiry course has had an independent effect on the
number of students who choose to transfer.

With regard to institutional attitudes toward transfer, it is significant that
prior to the initiation of the transfer project, Holy Names College had not
aggressively recruited transfer students. However, Holy Names College Admis-
sions has now committed the office to participating more actively in the recruit-
ment of transferand potential transferstudents. Holy Names College's
Division of Mathematics and Science has determined that active recruitment of
transfer students may be necessary if upper-division science and math classes are to
be filled.

San Francisco State University already had an office devoted to recruiting
transfer students, but participation in the Bay Area project has contributed to
faculty awareness of the significant role transfer students nOW play.

Laney and Merritt colleges had Transfer Opportunity Centers in place at
their campuses, but involvement in the Bay Area project helped renew faculty
awareness of the need to encourage community college students to transfer to a
'our-year institution. In addition, through collaboration with faculty members
horn Holy Names College, ficulty at Laney and Merritt were reminded that
small, private liberal arts colleges are viable transfer destinations for many commu-
nity college students.

PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS

Emphasize filculty participation, and encourage faculty members to collaborate
on the design and implementation of new courses.

Gain the support and encouragement of both top and inid-kvel administrators.
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APPENDIX A

Tlu. Partnership Grants were developed as a result of guidelines issued

by the National Center.for Academic Achievement and Transfer

in December 1989. Here are key elements of those guidelines used

by prospective grantees.

PARTNERSHIP GRANT PHASE I GUIDELINES

Partnership Grants: The Intent
Grants of $25,000 are available to successful two-year/four-year partnerships for a
15-month period to strengthen the transfer relationship between the partnership
institutions through creative work within the liberal arts such as revitalized
rela.ionships between two-year and four-year faculty, more effective management
of the two-year/four-year relationship by academic administrators, shared peda-
gogy and curriculum design, two-year/four-year departmental agreements, course
development, and general education arrangements. Changes in academic man-
agement, academic program structure, teaching and learning, and curriculum
reform that may increase the number of transfer students and enhance the quality
of transfer performance are the purposes for which grant funds may be made
available.

Partnership Grants: Expected Results
The grant period should be devoted to initiating changes in academic practices
that will improve transfer. These changes should be developed with the intent of
institutionalizing such practices beyond the grant period. At thc conclusion of the
grant period, grantees will be expected to provide evidence of modifications in
academic practices intended to increase the numbers of disadvantaged and minor-
ity students who transfer. The grant proposal should describe the means whereby
the results of the grant period can be beneficially incorporated into ongoing
academic activities and the means whereby the changes in academic practices are
to be evaluated for their effectiveness in improving transfer.

Prospective Grantees
Grant application to the Partnership Program will be by invitation only and both
two-year and four-year institutions will be asked to submit grant proposals. Both
two-year and four-year institutions are also required to have a formal commit-
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ment from a partnership institution and agree to provide longitudinal data con-

cerning transfer to the National Transfer Center.* Public, comprehensive com-
munity colleges located in or about one of the 50 largest United States cities and

sustaining a black or Hispanic headcount enrollment of at least 20 percent in

degree credit programs will be invited to submit proposals. Public or private

four-year comprehensive institutions located in one of the 50 largest United States

cities and sustaining graduating classes which, as of 1987-88, are made up of at

least ten percent community college transfer students (headcount), will be invited

to submit proposals. A small number of Partnership Grants will be made available

on a discretionary basis to ensure geographic balance and to encourage existing

program initiatives at either two-year or four-year schools which are unusually

promising.

Eligible two-year applicants MUST:

be comprehensive, public community colleges;

have a formal commitment from a four-year college or university;

sustain black or Hispanic enrollments that constitute at least 20 percent of
degree credit headcount enrollments as of Fall 1986;

agree to provide longitudinal data concerning transfer to the National Transfer

Center:
be located in or about one of the 50 largest United States cities.

Eligible four-year applicants MUST:

be comprehensive public or private institutions;
have established a formal partnership relationship with at least one community

college;
be made up of at least 10 percent community college transfer students;

aree to provide longitudinal data concerning transfer to the National Transfer

Center:
be located in one of the 50 largest United States cities.

Lofore the end of the grant period, colleges shall provide longitudinal del cover', ,;:r, the

sAumbe: of community college marticulants who subsequently took one or more ,.1-;_es at

the paimership institution. Data shall be disaggregated according a. the Ludent's ethnicity

and the numL:sr ,,fcollege credit units that the student obtained at the community college.
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APPENDIX B

The National Center for Academic Achievement and Trans:kr

established a Transfer Education Commission in 1990. This

Commission was charged with developing a national policy statement

on transfer education. The Commission made nine major

recommendations to improve transfer.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TRANSFER EDUCATION

COMMISSION

A Nine-Point National Agendafor Action

We Call Upon Two- and Four-Year Colleges To:

I. Establish A Firm Institutional Commitment to Transfer. Two- and
four-year institutions should explicitly declare that transfer is an important
institutional priority and that institutional investment in expanding academic
achievement and transfer is essential. Presidents should issue direct, forceful
written statements about the importance of transfer, about transfer as a central
organizational value and priority, and about the institutional commitment to
transfer goals.

2. Enrich The Connection Between Teaching and Transfer. Two- and
four-year institutions should establish the primacy of faculty work with stu-
dents and move to strengthen the relationship between teaching and transfer.
Such an approach includes expanding the role and responsibility of classroom
faculty in assisting students in decision making about transfer and in establishing
clear transfer goals. Schools also should encourage the development of shared
two-year/four-year expectations about curricula and academic performance.

3. Revitalize Academic Relationships Between Institutions. Academic
administrators and faculty at two- and four-year colleges should reinvest in the
academic relationship between fiiculty and across academic departments.
Particular attention should be paid to program coherence across institutions.
Common expectations, academic achievement, the benefits of structured
transfer programs, and needed transfer skills should be emphasized, and unique
efforts by two- and four-year campuseswith their varying curricular contri-
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butions--should be respected and valued. Stressing these elements would lay

the foundation for a new conversation between institutions.

4. Manage T. ansfer More Effectively. Two- and four-year campuses should

focus 3ignificant attention on organizing their institutional operations to

strengthen transfer; assigning responsibility and accountability for transfer

activity to specific faculty, counselors, and administrators; and making available

to students meaningful, comprehensive information about transfer.

5. Identify And Realize Goals. Two- and four-year institutions should make

a major commitment to transfer effectiveness by establishing formal, written

transfer goals and by creating an institutional information system that will

generate the data necessary to assess the progress toward those goals, according

to readily understandable definitions.

We Call Upon Institutional Governing Boards, Regional Accreditation

Bodies, States, And The Nation To:

6. Inform Students Fully. Governing boards and accreditation agencies should

require two- and four-year colleges alike to disclose public agreements on

requiremeniN for transfer and to accept courses at full faith and credit. Students

themselves have a responsibility to select the curricular path that properly fits

their aspirations. But that path must be made fully and clearly known to them,

and it must be accessible.

7. Issue A Clear Public Ca11 For Improved Transfer. Governing boards,

states, and the federal government should proclaim clearly and firmly their

ambitious am' demanding expectations of student progress through transfer.

Broad statements of public policy commitment to transfer are needed to

support and encourage institutional efforts to increase the importance and

effectiveness of transfer.

8. Acknowledge The Importance Of Financial Support. The lack of

financial asistance must not be a barrier to transfer. Policymakers and officials

should desigiate institutional and public funds to aid students who pursue

transfer goals, whether by reallocating existing resources or by providing new

funding. This financial support should be made widely available. T-,1nsfer

students need to enjoy at least the same levels of assistance that are available to

those who begin their college careers at four-year institutions.
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9. Establish Firm Expectations Of Transfer Success. Accreditation agencies
and governing boards must hold institutions accountable for transfer success
for making transfer happen. They should develop accreditation expectations
and institutional policies that prompt institutions to: 1) assign high priority to
effective transfer; 2) establish transfer goals; 3) maintain a clear policy commit-
ment to the acceptance of transfer credits; 4) ensure the quality of the transfer
experience; and 5) expand the efforts to build acad -nic relationships between
faculty and departments at two- and four-year schools.

Suggested Activities to Implement the Nine-Point Agenda
How institutions adopt and implement the National Agenda for Academic
Achievement and Transfer will vary from campus to campus and institution to
institution. The following activities are intended to be a guide for two- and four-
year colleges and universities as they consider and fashion their own responses to
the nine-point agenda.

1. Establish A Firm Institutional Commitment To Transfer

Conduct institutional transfer audit to determine campus support fo, and
responsiveness to transfer initiatives;

Develop presidential plan for transfer enhancement;

Establish transfer as key strategic planning priority;

Adopt transfer as key goal for all major administrative units.

2. Enrich The Connection Between Teaching And Transfer

Establish a task force on teaching and transfer;

Launch faculty development programs on teaching and transfer;

Develop faculty mentor program for transfer students.

3. Revitalize Academic Relationships Between Institutions

Eswblish two-year/fbar-year curriculum development task forces;

Expand existing departmental and program agreements between
institutions;
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Initiate standards review program whereby two- and four-year faculty

develop common expectations of academic performance;

Formally identify faculty and administrative leaders who are key to

transfer efforts.

4. Manage Transfer More Effectively

Develon transfer management plans at two- and four-year levels;

Initiate inter-institutional transfer management programs to coordinate

transfer management plans at each institution;

Establish management review practices to monitor transfer management

plans.

5. Identify And Realize Transfer Goals

Set institutional transfer goals based on campus commitment to transfer in

the context of community and student need;

Revise, where appropriate, institutional data collection and analysis

practices to evaluate institutional performance in relation to transfer goals;

Develop annual transfer information report.

6. Inform Students Fully

Review and upgrade existing transfer information available to students,

including admission requirements, degree requirements, course

equivalencies, and graduation requirements;

Explore student use of electronic transfer information systems and data

exchang.!s, including transcripts and admission, course, program, and

degree requirements;

Maintain multi-year transfer arrangements regarding courses and

programs.

7. Issue A Clear Public Call For Improved Transfer

Craft Aatements of institutional transfer expectations for governing

boards;
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Develop s:ate programs of transfer expectations;

Issue national statements of transfer expectations endorsed by nationally
based higher education associations, organizations, and other interested
parties;

Add transfer expectations to regional accreditation self-study and review.

8. Acknowledge The Importance of Financial Support

Assess availability of institutional and federal student aid thlt supports
transfer for institutions and students;

Develop institutional and state financial incentive plans to enhance
transfer;

Review and revise student aid programs to increase financial support for
transfer.

9. Establish Firm Expectations Of Transfer Success

Develop and monitor profiles of institutional transfer effectiveness plans
by regional accreditation bodies;

Issue major public statements about the importance of transfer to
institutional effectiveness.



APPENDIX C

PARTNERSHIP GRANT PHASE I PROJECT DIRECTORS

City Partnership Institutions and Proiect Directors
Baltimore New Community College of Baltimore, 2901 Liberty Heights

Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21215-7893
Dr. Frank Samuels, Vice President for Academic Affairs,
(410) 396-0078

Ola

Boston

Coppin State College, 2500 West North Avenue, Baltimore, MD
21216
Dr. Sidney Krome, Vice President for Academic Affairs,
(410) 333-5953

Roxbury Community College, 1234 Columbus Avenue,
Roxbury Crossing, MA 02120-3400
Dr. N. Alan Sheppard, Vice President for Academic Affairs,
(617) 541-5303

Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA
02115
Dr. Michael Baer, Provost, (617) 437-2170

Chicago Olive-Harvey College, 10001 South Woodlawn, Chicago, IL
60628
Ms. Joyce Ewell, Vice President for Faculty and Instruction,
(312) 568-3700 x202

'Ms. Judith Cieslak, Chair, Humanities, (312) 568-3700 x534
Dr. Isidro Lucas, Director, Development and Planning,
(312) 660-4844

Chicago State University, 95th and King Drive, Chicago, IL
60628
*Dr. Roy Johnson, Professor, Reading Department,
(312) 995-3879
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City
Chicago

Detroit

El Paso

Houston

84

Partnership Institutions andyrgieciPirectQrs
Harry S Truman College, 1145 West Wilson Avenue, Chicago,

IL 60640
Dr. Ruth Burgos Sasscer, Vice President, Academic

Services, (312) 878-1700

Loyola University Chicago, 820 North Michigan Avenue,

Chicago, IL 60611
Ms. Sharon Silverman, Director, Learning Assistance,

(312) 508-2741

Highland Park Community College, Glendale at Third,

Highland Park, MI 48203
Dr. Dale I. Miller, Departmental Leader, Mathemathics,

(313) 252-0475 x318

University of Detroit Mercy, P.O. Box 19900, Detroit, MI

48219-3599
'Sr. Bernice Lopata, OP, Director of Institutional Grants,

(313) 59.4'..-6225

El Paso Community College, El Paso, TX 79998

Dr. J.N. Carsey, Assistant to .kcademie Vice President,

(915) 594-2193

University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, TX 79%8.-0501

.Dr. Jack Bristol, Vice President for Academic Affair.. (915)

747-5725

Southwest College/Houston Community Colleges, 1200 PoA

Oak, Suite 111, Houston, TX 77056
EMs. Carol Brown, Coordinator, Social Sciences and Public

Service: Division, (713) 940-4206

University of Houston, 4800 Calhoun, Houston, TX

77204-2161
Ms. Susan Zwieg, Assistant Director for School and College

Relations, (713) 743-9627



City Partnership Institutions and Project Directors
Kansas City Penn Valley Community College, 3201 Southwest Trafficway,

Kansas City, MO 64111
Dr. Wayne E. Giles, Vice Chancellor for Educational
Services, (816) 932-7600

Los Angeles

University of Missouri-Kansas City, 5100 Rockhill Road, 208
SASS, Kansas City, MO 64110
'Dr. Deanna Martin, Director, Center for Academic
Development, (816) 235-1174

Los Angeles Southwest College, 1600 West Imperial Highway,
Los Angeles, CA 90047
Mr. Herman Bacchus, Jr., Dean, Academic Affairs,
(213) 777-2225 x222

University of California, Los Angeles, 405 Hilgard Avenue,
Los Angeles, CA 90025-2401
Ms. Gayle Byock, Special Assistant to the Chancellor,
(213) 206-7411

Memphis Shelby State Community College, P.O. Box 40568, Memphis,
TN 38174-0568
Mr. H. Arch Griffin, Assistant Dean of General and Transfer
Studies, (901) 528-6781

Newark

Memphis State University, Administration Building, Room 319,
Memphis, TN 38152

W.T. Mealor, Jr., Associate Vice President for Academic
Aft-airs, (901) 678-2156

Essex County College, 303 University Avenue, Newark, NJ
07102
Dr. David A. Berry, Professor of History, (201) 877-32(14/
(201) 877-332()

Rutgers University-Newark, 31() Hill Hall, Newark, NJ (17102
'Dr. Lillian Robbins, Director, College Honors Program,
(201) fi48-5815/(201) 648-5860
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City Partnership Institutions and Project Directors

New Orleans Delgado Community College, 615 City Park Avenue,

New Orleans, LA 70119-4399
Dr. Elizabeth A. Jones, Acting Coordinator, Developmental

Studies, (504) 483-4135

New York

New York

St, Louis
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University of New Orleans, Business Building, Room 142,

New Orleans, LA 70148
Dr. Michael Duffy, Retention Specialist, Office of

Retention, Coordinator of Academic Orientation

Instruction, (514) 286-7127

Borough of Manhattan Community College, 199 Chamber

Street, New York, NY 10007
Dr. Sadie Bragg, Dean, (212) 618-1000

Hunter College, 695 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10021

Dr. Paul LeClerc, President, (212) 772-4242

Kingsborough Community College, 2001 Oriental Boulevard,

Brooklyn, NY 11235
Dr. Michael Zibrin, Provost and P:an of Faculty,

(718) 368-5661

City College of New York, Convent Avenue at 138th Street,

New York, NY 10031
'Dr. Phyllis Zadra, Assistant to the Provost, (..12) 650-6639

St. Louis Community College-Forest Park, 5600 Oakland

Avenue St. Louis, MO 63110
Dr. William Kennedy, Dean of Instruction, (314) 644-9282

University of Missouri-St. Louis, 8001 Natural Bridge Road,

St. Louis, MO 63121
'Dr. Deborah C. Larsen, Associate Dean, College of Arts and

Sciences, (314) 553-5300
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City Partnership Institutions and Project Directors
San Antonio San Antonio Community College, 1300 San Pedro Avenue,

San Antonio, TX 78212-4299
Dr. Woodruff D. Smith, see The University of Texas at
San Antonio

The University of Texas at San Antonio, 6900 N. Loop 1604
W., San Antonio, TX 78249
Dr. W^ndruff D. Smith, Professor of History, Division of
Behavioral and Cultural Sciences, (512) 691-5719

San Diego Southwestern College, (AiI) Otay 1.akes Road, Chub Vista, CA
92010
'Dr. Thomas C. Hahn, Vice President for Academic Affairs,
(619) 421-6700 x272

San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182-0299
Dr. Thomas Donahue, Proiessor, Department of Linguistics,
(619) 594-52691(619) 594-5268

San Francisco/ Laney College, 900 Fallon Street, Oakland, CA 94607
Oakland Dr. Jack Daniels, Psychology Instructor, (510) 464-3448

Merritt College, 12500 Campus Drive, Oakland, CA 94617
Dr. Larry Gurley, Assistant Dean, Mathematics and Science,
(510) 416-2426

Holy Names College, 3500 Mountain Boulevard, Oakland, CA
94619
.Dr. Don L. Murphy, Assistant Professor of Chemistry,
(51)) 436-1525

San Francisco State University, 1600 Holloway Avenue,
San Francisco, CA 94617
Dr. Erwin Seibel, Dean of Undergraduate Studies,
(415) 338-2206
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APPENDIX D

GRANTS REVIEW PANEL

Dr. George E. Ayers
Vice President for Academic Programs
American Association of State Colleges and Universities

Dr. Estela M. Bensirnon
Assistant Professor and Research Associate
Center for the Study of Higher Education
Pennsylvania State University

Dr. Nancy R. Cirillo
Assistant Dean
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
The University of Illinois at Chicago

Dr. Richard A. Donovan
Director of Networks and Professor of English
Bronx Community College

Dr. Charles R. Fuget
Interim. President
Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Dr. Barry L. Grossbach
Professor of History
Chair, Departn Jnt of History/Philosophy
Commumity College of Philadelphia

Dr. Janet E. Lieberman
Special Assistant to the President for Educational Collaboratives
LaGuardia Conununity College
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Dr. Gaines Post, Jr.
Professor of History
Claremont McKenna College

Dr. Neal A. Raisman
Associate Provost and Special Assistant to the President for Planning

University of Cincinnati

Dr. Richard C. Richardson, Jr.
Professor
Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Arizona State University
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